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ABSTRACT
This study examines underwater acoustic propagation in a shallow water environment,
concentrating upon the impact of nonlinear internal waves. During internal wave
activity, acoustic signals can fluctuate significantly due to complex three-dimensional
multi-mode and multipath interference effects. Experimental measurements from the
Shallow Water ’06 experiment provide oceanographic and acoustic data during instances
where the acoustic track is nearly parallel to an approaching internal wave train. Distinct
events show internal waves modulate the acoustic field substantially. Propagation
predictions using the Monterey-Miami Parabolic Equation model simulate an internal
wave train moving in a straight-line fashion. Horizontal refraction dominates in the
nearly parallel configuration, and three specific scenarios are exemplified in both
measured and modeled data: refraction (prior to the internal wave’s arrival), defocusing
(as a soliton spreads acoustic energy), and focusing (as two solitons create a horizontal
sound channel). Normal mode decomposition and statistical analysis provide insight into
the temporal and spatial acoustic fluctuations. In the exactly parallel scenario, refraction
prior to the wave’s arrival is important, but is overshadowed by focusing effects during
the wave’s passage. At very small angles off-parallel ( 1  5 ) acoustic modulations
are less severe because focusing effects divert energy from the receiver; refraction prior
to the wave’s arrival becomes a more important factor in this configuration.
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PREFACE
The following dissertation is intended in part for the fulfillment of the requirements set
forth by the University of Rhode Island Graduate School and the Department of Ocean
Engineering for the degree of Doctorate of Philosophy in Ocean Engineering. The
purpose of this work is to better understand acoustic fluctuations due to the presence of
nonlinear internal waves (NIWs) in shallow water. Specifically, the case when the NIW
front is nearly parallel to the source-receiver path is considered.
This dissertation is presented in manuscript format. Section headings, references,
figures, tables, and all other formatting choices follow the American Institute of Physics
Style Manual.
Manuscript I is written in a format specific to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America Electronic Letter (JASA-EL). This format is mandated to be brief, and limits
the author to a figure and page count. The purpose of the Electronic Letter is to quickly
alert the acoustics community of recent findings, and this letter represents our first results
for both measured and modeled data. In the context of this dissertation, it also serves as
an introductory text for the following chapters (Manuscripts II and III).
Manuscript II is also written for the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. It
focuses upon measured data taken from the Shallow Water ’06 (SW06) experiment. A
brief background of the SW06 experiment pertinent to these data is provided. The
background includes important oceanographic factors that influenced the acoustic data,
focusing upon the presence of NIWs. A more thorough analysis of the experimental
results is presented, including a suggested interpretation of the observational data.
vi

Manuscript III focuses upon acoustic modeling efforts and expands the initial findings
shown in Manuscript I. The oceanographic and acoustic data described in Manuscripts I
and II lay the foundation for this chapter, serving as the impetus to carry out this portion
of the research. Although directly following from the previous chapters, Manuscript III
is written as a stand-alone text, intended for the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America. A background of parabolic equation (PE) modeling, and important parameter
considerations pertinent to this study, is offered. Repeated model realizations simulate a
NIW crossing the sound field, and the synthetic acoustic data is presented. The analysis
is expanded to offer general insight into the impact of NIWs upon the sound field.
Three appendices are included to augment the manuscripts. Appendix A provides
additional measured data from the SW06 experiment. It also includes further analysis of
one specific NIW event, including the effect of noise. Appendix B provides additional
considerations to the PE modeling. Appendix C further details the broadband mode
filtering approach used to treat the measured acoustic data.
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Abstract: During the Shallow Water ʼ06 (SW06) experiment, a J-15 acoustic source
deployed from the Research Vessel Sharp transmitted broadband (50-450 Hz) chirp
signals 15 km away from a vertical line array. The array was intentionally positioned
near the shelf-break front and in an area where internal waves are known to occur.
During the same time an internal wave, labeled “Event 44,” passed through the sound
field such that the internal wave front was nearly parallel to the acoustic transmission
path. Measured data shows substantial intensity fluctuations that vary over time and
space due to complex multimode and multipath (both two- and three-dimensional)
interference patterns. Of specific interest are fluctuations of measured intensity
preceding the internal wave’s arrival. Acoustic data are compared to simultaneous
oceanographic measurements from ship-borne and moored environmental sensors.
Oceanographic measurements during the internal wave event are used to replicate the
sound speed profile, and implemented in the three-dimensional Monterey-Miami
Parabolic Equation (MMPE) code. Both acoustic measurements and simulations show
escalating acoustic intensity prior to the internal wave’s arrival due to horizontal
refraction effects.
© 2011 Acoustical Society of America
PACS numbers: 43.30.Es, 43.30.Re, 43.30.Dr, 43.30.Zk
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1.1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Strong nonlinear internal waves (NIWs) are well-known to occur in shallow water,
usually near the continental shelf break, due to interactions with tidal forcing and the
non-uniform ocean bathymetry. Since the early 1990s, it has been known that these
NIWs have a profound effect upon acoustic propagation, which was one of the primary
goals for the Shallow Water ʼ06 experiment (SW06).1 The purpose of this article is to
highlight a specific data set from the SW06 experiment, which shows evidence of
horizontal refraction of acoustic signals due to an approaching NIW. In this instance, the
source-receiver path was nearly parallel to the propagating NIW fronts, and acoustic
intensity receptions steadily escalated prior to the NIW’s arrival. To shed insight into the
acoustic data, a measured oceanographic sound speed profile was employed as the
primary environmental input to a three-dimensional parabolic equation model. These
model results offer conceptual visualization of horizontal refraction effects and also show
corresponding escalation, or “ramping,” of acoustic intensity prior to the NIW’s arrival.
Previous experiments and reports have identified acoustic intensity fluctuations
varying between 3-20 dB due to interactions with the acoustic field and NIWs.
Specifically, Badiey, et al.2 identified acoustic propagation regimes based upon angle
dependence of an internal wave front relative to the source-receiver path,  . When the
source-receiver path is nearly perpendicular to a NIW, mode coupling dominates. At
angles closer to 45˚, adiabatic propagation dominates because neither mode coupling nor
horizontal refraction effects play a strong role. Finally, at low angles, horizontal
refraction and focusing dominate. Theoretical predictions of horizontal refraction effects
were previously offered by Katsnelson and Pereselkov.3 Shortly thereafter, Badiey, et
3

al.4 documented horizontal regime fluctuations between 6-7 dB derived from SWARM955 data, and more recently fluctuations of 7 dB in SW06 data have been recognized by
Luo, et al.6 The data highlighted in this article demonstrate similar intensity fluctuations
from an internal wave event experienced aboard the University of Delaware’s Research
Vessel (R/V) Sharp during the SW06 experiment7 due to horizontal refraction effects.
1.2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The SW06 experiment took place during the summer of 2006 off the coast of New
Jersey with a primary goal of further understanding acoustic propagation in coastal
waters. The multi-institutional endeavor was sponsored by the Office of Naval Research,
and included numerous research vessels, scientific moorings, and principal investigators.
The experimental location was proximate to the continental shelf break front, near the site
of previous acoustic studies,5 and was ideally situated in an environment where internal
waves are known to occur. During SW06, the R/V Sharp was deployed for a three-week
period (1-21 Aug) and experienced over 50 internal wave events.
Figure 1.1 depicts the portion of SW06 experimental area relevant to internal wave
“Event 44.” The map in this figure shows the primary acoustic receiver, environmental
moorings, and acoustic source locations– including the R/V Sharp’s J-15 source. The
primary receiver, the WHOI “Shark” 16-element vertical line array (VLA), is situated at
the vertex of the acoustic transmission paths. During periods when the moored SW06
sources were not transmitting, the R/V Sharp transmitted a series of repeating signals
every three minutes, including 23 broadband chirps (50 – 450 Hz) at 74 meters depth. At
roughly 3:30 AM (GMT) on August 14th, the surface expression of a large slow-moving
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internal wave train appeared on the ship’s RADAR. Overlaid on the map is one snapshot
of RADAR imagery as Event 44 first reached the ship and acoustic source.
1.3

OCEANOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS AND INFERENCES

Approximations from the RADAR imagery show that the leading edge of the soliton
train propagated at roughly 0.5 m/s, with little evidence of curvature (although often
known to occur8). RADAR also showed the NIW train propagated northwest by west at
a bearing of 308 degrees for five hours, evident between 4:00 and 9:00 GMT.
Environmental water column measurements confirm a strong internal wave event during
this time. The bottom panels of Figure 1.2 exhibit internal wave activity at the R/V
Sharp’s J-15 source, at the WHOI VLA receiver, and at an environmental mooring
midway between the source and receiver. The R/V Sharp’s downward looking Acoustic
Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) recorded evidence of a strongly oscillating pycnocline
as the internal wave passed beneath the ship. Environmental mooring SW32, although
844 meters off-axis from the source-receiver path, also shows very strong internal wave
activity at a midway point between transmission and reception. Finally, interpolated
sound-speed values at the WHOI VLA exhibit internal wave activity during the same
time period. Comparing internal wave activity at the source and receiver, the
environmental data indicates the NIW arrived at the receiver location about one hour
prior to the acoustic source location. Assuming a speed of 0.5 m/s (estimated by
RADAR imagery) we approximate a bearing difference  , of approximately 5-6 degrees
between the propagating internal wave front and the source-receiver path. This geometry
results in a 15 kilometer long source-receiver path, with a nearly parallel, slow-moving,
and straight-line internal wave front reaching the acoustic receiver roughly 1.5 km before
5

the acoustic source. Given these environmental and experimental conditions, we have an
ideal scenario for acoustic horizontal refraction due to the approaching NIW.
1.4

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS AND EVIDENCE OF HORIZONTAL
REFRACTION

One way to visualize the role of the internal wave’s presence on acoustic
transmissions is to examine the intensity fluctuations received at the VLA, and correlate
them with NIW activity. The top panel of Figure 1.2 shows integrated energy “point”
statistics9 of each signal received along the height of the VLA. The signals are high-pass
filtered (100 Hz cutoff frequency) to remove broadband noise, and match-filtered to
extract the transmitted chirp signal. Temporally integrated energy intensity, I , of each
signal k , and at depth z , is calculated by integrating the match- and high-pass filtered
intensity I , over the energetic duration of the signal  , as shown in equation (1.1).
These data are then normalized such that the mean value is one; I  1 . This metric
provides visual interpretation of the peak energy variability, and variability of energy
distribution throughout the water column. Normalizing data in this manner offers good
visualization of fluctuating signal intensifications I  1 ; however interpreting signal
fades (0  I  1) can be more difficult to discern. The purpose of this analysis is to show
evidence of escalating intensity, therefore it is a suitable technique.

I  z, k   I  , z, k  d
Comparing the point statistics to the internal wave activity in Figure 1.2 and in
Multimedia file 1(Movie, available at JASA online), some prominent features are
6

(1.1)

visually striking. Firstly, the “refraction” regime, between 3:00 and 5:40 GMT, shows
escalating peak intensity values, inferring strong refraction, and constructive interference
in the horizontal acoustic plane. Before 4:30, the NIW has neither reached the source nor
receiver, and a “ramping” of energy that is well distributed along the VLA height is
apparent. Between 4:30 and 5:40, the peak intensity continues to escalate, while the
overall received energy along the VLA is somewhat suppressed. The suppression may be
due to defocusing and interference effects as the internal wave starts to cross into the
source-receiver path. At 5:40, the “focusing” regime, a strong collection of high-energy
signals occurs just as Event 44 arrives at the J-15 source. This final stage of energy
ramping over time is possibly due to trapped acoustic energy between solitons in the
internal wave train (identified by a white dotted line on the ADCP echo, Figure 1.2).
Movie 1 (available on JASA online) shows radar imagery over time, indicating this
focusing event likely occurs as the first two or three solitons within the NIW train reach
the acoustic source. The NIW interference regime occurs during internal wave activity
over the entire source-receiver path. It can be described by an immediate quelling of the
received energy with irregular fluctuations throughout the NIW’s presence. After the
NIW has arrived at the acoustic source, the acoustic field is dominated by a wavering
intensity pattern caused by complicated constructive and destructive interference from
focusing and de-focusing effects.
1.5

THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC EQUATION MODELING

Because other acoustic sources transmitted during the experimental timeframe, the
R/V Sharp’s J-15 could not transmit on a persistent basis. To better understand the
intermittent acoustic data, the measured oceanographic sound speed profile at a midway
7

point between the source and receiver (environmental mooring SW32) was employed as
the primary environmental input to a three-dimensional, Cartesian coordinate version of
the Monterey-Miami Parabolic Equation (MMPE) model.10,11 ,12, 13 For this model, we
assume the internal wave to be consistent across range in a straight-line approximation,
although others have shown curvature to be an important factor when it exists.8, 14 The
MMPE model simulated a 5 by 15 kilometer ocean region in cross-range and range,
respectively. Ocean bottom parameters were simplified because the focus of this work is
to measure impacts due to water column variability. The bathymetry was modeled as a
flat and constant 80 meters depth. A two layered sediment interface of the New Jersey
shelf defined by Jiang, et al.15 simulated the sediment parameters, excluding the effects of
shear. The acoustic source was modeled as a wide-angle 300 Hz source to approximate
propagation at the center frequency of the broadband chirp signals used in the actual
experiment. One hundred model runs were performed; each one representing a further
advancing straight-line NIW train marching towards the source-receiver path.
Three different model run iterations are shown in Figure 1.3, highlighting refraction,
defocusing, and focusing effects in the horizontal plane. The top left quadrant (MMPE
run 70) shows the measured sound speed profile versus depth and cross-range
implemented in the MMPE model. To create this sound speed profile, mooring
measurements on SW32 captured versus time were converted to distance (cross-range)
assuming a constant NIW speed of 0.5 m/s. Immediately to the right of this sound speed
input is a plot of the acoustic intensity, integrated over the depth of the modeled ocean
volume. The acoustic source, marked by a star, is located at zero range and cross-range,
and the plots are scaled in decibels relative to a unity source level at one meter. This
8

specific model run shows strong evidence of horizontal refraction, akin to a Lloyd’s
mirror, suggested by Lynch, et al.16 and recently verified by Badiey, et al.17,18, where
energy is refracted off the internal wave front, creating constructive interference in
regions ahead of the NIW. The top right quadrant (MMPE run 74) simulates the internal
wave as the leading soliton first hits the acoustic source. Here, defocusing, or “antiducting,” causes spreading of the acoustic energy. The bottom left quadrant (MMPE run
78) simulates the source being trapped by two solitons within the NIW, causing strong
focusing, or “ducting.”
To simulate Event 44, we assume the VLA was situated five degrees off-parallel,
within a one degree tolerance  5.5    4.5 . The integrated intensity plots in
Figure 1.3 show a white star at 15 km range, and five degrees off-axis, representing the
VLA positioned such that the NIW reaches the receiving elements prior to the acoustic
source. The bottom right quadrant in Figure 1.3 shows “point” receptions of the
simulated VLA positioned between 4.5 and 5.5 degrees off-axis. Intensity of the PE
field, I PE , for each depth z , each model run (or simulated acoustic transmission), k , and
over the angular bounds,  , is normalized such that the mean intensity is one; I PE  1 .
These point statistics represent separate MMPE model runs (or acoustic transmissions) as
the NIW marches forward over time and space. Even very small angular changes cause
strong variations in the model data; therefore the aggregate point receptions flanked by
these angular bounds provide better visual interpretation of the results. Comparing the
measured and modeled point observations (Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3, respectively),
several similar trends exist. Foremost, the fluctuations between the measured and
modeled data show the same general structure and scale. Both data sets start with an
9

initially low level of acoustic variability, where the NIW has little influence, even in the
horizontal plane. This can be termed the “quiescent” regime19 because the sound speed
profile is relatively uniform over the entire ocean volume. Escalating intensity
receptions, or “ramping” prior to the NIW’s arrival, appear as the soliton train approaches
the acoustic source. This period corresponds to the refraction regimes identified in
Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3. In both the modeled and measured data, the ramping ends in a
pronounced, short duration interval of high-energy receptions. A few possible scenarios
exist for this high energy period, which was hypothesized as possible focusing in the
measured data. While focusing could be the prominent cause of this spike in energy, the
VLA was situated sufficiently off-axis, such that very strong focusing from energy
trapped between solitons (shown in MMPE run 78) will not likely occur. For focusing to
play a prominent role, range dependence in the NIW’s structure, such as a truncated
duct,8 could cause trapped energy to propagate for a portion of the acoustic path,
spreading energy towards the vicinity of the VLA. However, the model and experimental
geometry suggests that defocusing at the acoustic source may be causing the energy spike
received at the VLA. Defocusing (shown in MMPE run 74) spreads acoustic energy in
the horizontal plane, pointing energy off-axis and towards the VLA position. Following
this energy defocusing event due to the first soliton arrival, focusing (shown in MMPE
run 78) points energy away from the VLA, causing a suppression of received energy.
Lastly, as the NIW crosses the entire source-receiver path, substantially fluctuating
intensity values are marked by a NIW interference regime evident in both the measured
and model data.
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Directly below the point receptions shown in Figure 1.3, is a color-scale plot of the
peak intensity at each depth, between the range of 4.5 and 5.5 degrees off-axis,

I PE , Peak ( z, k ,  ) ; where,



I PE , Peak  z, k ,    max I PE  z, k   5.54.5



(1.2)

The depth dependent intensity variability shown in this color-scale plot infers possible
modal dependency within the refraction and NIW interference regimes. In the refraction
regime, steadily escalating energy in an acoustic channel centered at 20 meters indicates
the possibility of a dominant mode. As the NIW reaches (and crosses into) the sourcereceiver path, energy fluctuates greatly with depth, indicating a very complicated
interference regime where different modes may be excited based upon the location of the
NIW relative to the source and receiver.
1.6

CONCLUSION

In this article we highlight a ramping phenomenon associated with escalating acoustic
intensity preceding an internal wave’s arrival due to horizontal refraction effects.
Although much can be interpreted from the initial data analysis and modeling presented
here, future work will provide a better understanding of the underlying physics relevant
to these data, and also the more general aspect of acoustic propagation in regions with
NIW activity. The refraction, focusing, and defocusing that may be occurring in the
measured data warrant further investigation – to include examining modal refraction and
coupling. Additionally, examining complicating oceanographic factors, such as non-
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uniformity in the internal wave structure and the presence of a thermohaline bottom
intrusion, may show other dominant features causing these intensity fluctuations.
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FIGURES

Figure 1.1 Close-up of SW06 experimental area and overlaid ship RADAR image.
A strong internal wave event propagated nearly parallel to the source (R/V Sharp)
and receiver (WHOI VLA) acoustic track. (color online)
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Figure 1.2 Acoustic data compared to environmental data. (Top) Measured normalized energy levels received upon each
hydrophone of the WHOI VLA versus time. Refraction occurs prior to the NIW’s arrival, with possible focusing as the NIW
arrives at the acoustic source. A complicated NIW interference regime follows; (Bottom 3 plots) Environmental sensors
including R/V Sharp ADCP (at the acoustic source) showing NIW pycnocline, mooring SW32 (midway between sourcereceiver), and interpolated sound speed at the WHOI receiving VLA, all exhibiting strong internal wave activity. (color
online)
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Figure 1.3 Measured sound speed profile versus depth used for PE simulation (Top left quadrant). Sound speed varies with
depth and cross-range, but assumed valid versus range in a “straight-line” approximation. Depth-integrated intensity is
shown to the right of the sound speed profile. In this instance, the NIW has not arrived at the source and refraction
dominates; (Top right quadrant) NIW has arrived at the source and defocusing dominates; (Bottom left quadrant) NIW traps
the source between two solitons and focusing dominates; (Bottom right quadrant) The NIW sound speed profile advances over
100 MMPE simulations to simulate the actual data. Normalized received intensity between 4.5 to 5.5 degrees from the
propagating NIW and source-receiver path show escalating intensity prior to the NIW’s arrival in the “Refraction” regime.
(color online)
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Abstract: Measurements from the Shallow Water ‘06 experiment show time-varying
modulation of the acoustic field due to nonlinear internal wave (NIW) activity. These
measurements occurred during instances where the acoustic track was nearly parallel to
the approaching NIW, such that horizontal refraction effects are important to consider. A
brief background of the oceanography specific to the experimental area is provided, and
local oceanographic data is compared to acoustic data. Using a statistical analysis of the
experimental data, time dependence of the sound field as the NIW traverses across the
acoustic track is shown. Fluctuation regimes where the dominant physical processes for
each portion of the measured data are suggested. Broadband intensity metrics provide a
global perspective of the time-varying acoustic field due to NIW activity. Modal
decomposition of the acoustic data lends further insight into the governing physical
processes at work. Three-dimensional normal mode modeling qualitatively shows the
influence of NIW modulations on the acoustic field.
© 2011 Acoustical Society of America
PACS numbers: 43.30.Es, 43.30.Re, 43.30.Dr, 43.30.Zk
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2.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The confluence of strong nonlinear internal waves (NIWs) with an underwater soundfield has become an increasingly well understood recipe for water-column induced
acoustic variability. Research in this area can be traced back to the World War II era,
when acoustic regions of high intensity and shadow zones were predicted using internal
wave data from offshore California.1 This work was later revisited in the early sixties,
where intensity contrasts up to 22 dB were predicted via ray theory when a series of
internal waves existed in the media.2 For many years afterwards, effects of internal
waves were considered to be important factors in long-range and low-frequency
propagation, contributing to stochastic multipath effects. In these cases, a statistical
approach is well-suited to interpret multipath interference properties of the acoustic
field,3 ,4 ,5 including water column variability due to the linear internal wave spectrum.6
Acoustic variability due to the shallow water NIW field was first examined closely in the
early 1990s, when an experiment in the Yellow Sea showed that NIWs can cause
substantial intensity fluctuations of low-frequency signals (up to 25 dB).7 This
experiment, and other developing questions,8 served as the motivation for further
investigations tailored to explore the effects of water column inhomogeneity in the sound
field. Since then, large-scale ocean experiments such as PRIMER,9 SWARM,10
ASIAEX,11 ,12 and more recently the Shallow Water ’06 (SW06) experiment,13 have
furthered our knowledge of the fluctuating sound field in the shallow water environment.
These recent endeavors have greatly increased our insight into this area of research.
Specifically relevant to this paper, at low frequencies (between 50 Hz and 500 Hz), the
relative angle between the source-receiver path and an approaching NIW governs the
22

acoustic propagation processes that dominate the fluctuating sound field. This azimuthal
dependence defined by Badiey, et al.14 has roots in geoacoustic studies, where acoustic
dispersion was shown to vary with angle when a non-uniform bottom structure is
present.15 This same reasoning was applied to NIWs, delineating acoustic regimes where
mode coupling, adiabatic propagation, or horizontal refraction dominates. In the
perpendicular case, when the acoustic track crosses through the NIW, mode coupling
dominates.16 During instances where the acoustic track is neither parallel nor
perpendicular to the NIW field, adiabatic propagation governs. Alternatively, when the
NIW is parallel to the acoustic track, horizontal refraction and focusing dominate, and the
“horizontal-rays and vertical modes” approach is well-suited. 17,18 Horizontal refraction
effects due to NIW activity, formerly predicted through modeling19 and theory,20 were
first observed by Badiey, et al.21 during the SWARM experiment, where ducting of low
frequency (20-300 Hz) signals increased the sound field between 6-10 dB. Following
these early results, several numerical, theoretical, and experimental studies22-29 have
solidified our understanding of these effects.
It is the purpose of this paper to complement existing work, and offer new evidence of
horizontal refraction using experimental data from the SW06 experiment. Two scenarios
are offered where a NIW crest crossed the acoustic track in a nearly parallel fashion,
demonstrating evidence of horizontal refraction, focusing, and defocusing phenomena.
Using a statistical analysis of the experimental data, the time dependence of the acoustic
field as the NIW traverses the acoustic track is shown. Modal dependence of this time
varying process is also explored, and ultimately, fluctuation regimes where the dominant
physical processes for each portion of the measured data are suggested.
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This paper is organized in the following manner. A general, time-varying scenario is
defined where the acoustic track is nearly parallel to an approaching NIW train, and
intensity fluctuations regimes are defined. Following this general case, two specific
investigations from the SW06 experiment are summarized. A brief background of the
oceanography specific to that region is provided, and the local oceanographic data is
compared to acoustic data. Broadband energy metrics are calculated to give a global
perspective of the time-varying acoustic field. Following this, broadband modal
decomposition lends further insight into these fluctuations, and three-dimensional
modeling qualitatively shows mode-dependent horizontal refraction scenarios. Lastly, a
suggested interpretation of the observational data is provided for consideration.
2.2 INTENSITY FLUCTUATION REGIMES FOR THE PARALLEL CASE
The previously mentioned studies have shown that propagating NIWs strongly
influence the temporal variability of low-frequency acoustic signals at very short time
scales – on the order of minutes. Typical acoustic fluctuations due to sound field
modulation from NIWs are trademarked by signal intensification and by deep fades.
These types of fluctuations are especially evident in the case where the acoustic track is
parallel to the propagating NIW front – and where refraction, focusing and defocusing
effects dominate.
In order to better understand these three dominating conditions, let us consider the
three-dimensional Helmholtz equation that defines the complex pressure field for space
 jt
and time, P( x, y, z, t )  p( x, y, z)e , which, up to a scaling factor for the source level,

is given by
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,
where  is the medium density,
Hertz, and

(2.1)

  2 f is the acoustic frequency with f measured in

c( x, y, z ) is the acoustic sound speed at a point in three dimensional Cartesian

space. The sound speed may be complex, where the imaginary portion accounts for
absorption. The right hand side specifies a source at location ( xs , ys , zs ) using the
properties of the Dirac-delta function  . If we reference our source at the origin in the
x, y plane  xs  ys  0  , and we expand (2.1), it becomes
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(2.2)

p   ( x) ( y ) ( z  zs )
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We seek a solution pertinent to modal decomposition in the form

p  x, y, z     m  x, y   m  z |  x, y  
m

(2.3)
,

where  m  x, y  is the complex modal amplitude, and  m  z |  x, y   is the vertical
mode shape, both evaluated at position  x, y  for mode m . Additionally, let us neglect
any density differences along the x, y plane, and assume that density is strictly a function
of depth,     z  . This form allows us to calculate the “local modes” at each point in
the horizontal plane. We enforce boundary conditions for this problem,
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such that a pressure release is imposed at the surface, and for any layered sediments, we
impose continuity of normal velocity at each interface. Here, krm  x, y  is the horizontal
wavenumber at each local point x, y , and governs the effective index of refraction,
determined by30

nm  x, y  

krm ( x, y)
m 0

krm 0
m ( x, y) ,

(2.5)

where  m is the phase velocity of each mode; km 0 and m 0 are reference values, chosen
at an arbitrary location (such as the origin), based upon assumption, or possibly a mean
value over some unperturbed area. Therefore, changes in the water column due to NIWs
will cause perturbations to the mode-dependent horizontal wavenumbers (or phase
velocities). These perturbations are small values, quite close to the reference values, and
much less than the difference between modal eigenvalues. The difference krm , between

 , and the unperturbed condition krm 0 , satisfies
a perturbed condition krm
  x, y 
krm  krm 0  krm
krm

krm 0  krn 0 ;

krm 0
n  m 1

(2.6)
.

If we substitute our proposed solution into the three-dimensional Helmholtz equation,
and also apply the operator
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Here, Amn , Bmn , Cmn are mode-coupling matrices given by
 2

2 
Amn    2  2  m n dz;

 x y 
 m  n
Bmn   Bmn  
dz;
x 
 m  n
Cmn  Cmn  
dz.
y 

(2.9)

Because we are primarily dealing with small angles between the acoustic track and the
propagating NIW, we can assume adiabatic propagation dominates, thereby simplifying
our problem. Disregarding mode coupling, and reverting to our original modal index m ,
we have
 2 m  2 m
2

 krm
 x, y  m   m  zs    x    y 
x 2
y 2
.

(2.10)

Our result is now strictly dependent on a horizontal coordinate system. This is referred to
as the horizontal refraction equation and specifies a separate Helmholtz equation at each
x, y coordinate for the “local normal modes.”
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Using these principles, we can create a crude model for a NIW train using a series of
“sudden interface” perturbations that represent the displaced thermocline at each soliton
location. Figure 2.1 illustrates three conditions where refraction, defocusing, and
focusing effects dominate. Gray bars represent soliton perturbations in horizontal
wavenumber ( krm ) space, for a single mode m , at a specific frequency

f . Here the

solitons decrease the wavenumber values by a small amount, with krm0  1.25 and

krm  0.01 (these values chosen from real SW06 data for Mode 3 at 300 Hz). The
perturbation profile varies with cross-range ( y -axis) and remains valid across range ( x axis). Modal rays spread from the source at xs  ys  0 and at various launch angles for
the corresponding mode m and frequency

f . The top-most panel represents a refraction

scenario, which would occur prior to the NIW reaching the direct acoustic path. In
certain conditions the launch angles strike the NIW crest at low grazing angles, below the
critical angle, and refraction occurs. This is determined by Snell’s law, written in terms
of the modal eigenvalues,

 cos  
krm cos  krm
,

(2.11)

where the prime indicates a transition to a second (perturbed) state. The critical angle for
complete refraction is therefore
 krm
 

 krm  .

c  cos 1 

(2.12)

For most cases, the mode-dependent critical angle due to a NIW is on the order of 4-5˚.
The center panel shows a defocusing condition, which would occur as the NIW reaches
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the source. Here the rays are vectored outwards, away from the direct acoustic path,
resulting in energy being dispersed laterally. Lastly, the bottom panel shows a focusing
condition, where two solitons create a horizontal sound channel, trapping acoustic energy
between them.
For each scenario, locations of possible acoustic receivers are positioned near-parallel
to the NIW crests. Even with mild variations in receiver position; there can be substantial
differences in received acoustic energy. For example, in the case of the refraction
condition, a receiver positioned at +3˚ off-axis would likely receive increased acoustic
energy due to additive refracted energy, whereas a receiver positioned at -3˚ off-axis
would be shielded from this energy. Receiver position plays an even stronger role in the
focusing scenario. Here only the receiver positioned directly parallel to the NIW front
(0˚) receives energy trapped between solitons. We can hypothesize that even very small
angle differences can create substantial impacts upon the magnitude of received energy
fluctuations. Moreover, as the NIW traverses the sound-field over space and time, an
even more complicated scenario can be considered.
A more lifelike NIW representation is shown in Figure 2.2 , derived from a
mathematical “dnoidal” solution, which allows for a series of bore-like depressions in the
thermocline.31,21 Using this NIW approximation, we define a general scenario for the
parallel case. We assume the bottom and surface conditions remain flat and
homogeneous, so that variability in the water-column creates the largest impact upon the
acoustic field. Additionally, we assume that the internal wave train is fully developed
and that it does not undulate quickly – or is acoustically “frozen.” We further assume
that the leading edge has no curvature along the crest and remains range independent
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along the acoustic track. Although, it should be noted that curvature in the wave-crests or
sharply terminated internal waves do exist, and this scenario is acoustically important.27,
28, 29

Figure 2.2 also demonstrates horizontally refracted modal rays for an acoustic source
at different locations relative to the NIW. This can be interpreted as an acoustic source
being towed through the NIW, or alternatively (and similar to the data presented in this
paper), a NIW propagating past a moored acoustic source. The rays depicted in Figure
2.2 represent an arbitrary mode number m , at an arbitrary frequency

f . The acoustic

path for each modal ray is determined by an index of refraction nm , as indicated by
equation (2.5). Therefore, sound speed differences in the horizontal plane due to NIW
activity can greatly influence the path traveled by each modal ray. Since the total
pressure field will be the summation of all trapped modes in the water column, and each
mode travels an individual path, a multipath constructive and destructive interference
pattern will occur. Further, in the case of a broadband acoustic source, where the modal
rays are also frequency dependent, an even more complicated interference pattern is
likely to transpire. In general, modal refraction increases with higher mode numbers.23
While this constructive and destructive interference pattern will cause an element of
stochastic uncertainty in the acoustic data, a deterministic aspect can be applied by
expanding the simplistic scenarios offered in Figure 2.2 . As the NIW passes through the
sound field, time-varying acoustic fluctuations will become apparent, and regimes can be
defined based upon the position of the NIW relative to the acoustic track. These regimes,
shown in Figure 2.2 , separate the dominant physical processes versus time, and are
labeled the quiescent regime, the refraction regime, and the NIW interference regime –
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the latter being a combination of focusing and defocusing effects. Note that Figure 2.2
delineates these regimes at different depths in the water column for clarity only – the
modal rays are not depth dependent. At first (zero time or zero range), the approaching
internal wave will have little to no impact upon the acoustic field, simply because it is too
far away. This can be termed the quiescent32 regime, where any fluctuations are due to
stochastic scattering or a mildly fluctuating water column. As the NIW’s leading edge
approaches the source, modal rays will refract off the first soliton. This refraction regime
will create an interference pattern in the horizontal plane akin to a Lloyd’s Mirror
phenomenon.33, 30,34 At the moment the leading soliton centers itself over the acoustic
source, defocusing spreads the sound outwards in an “anti-duct” fashion. Then, as the
wave progresses and solitons trap the acoustic source, focusing occurs in a horizontal
“duct.” Combined, both defocusing and focusing effects due to several solitons in the
NIW train create a complicated and strong interference regime. As the NIW fully
propagates and only vestiges of the soliton train are left, fluctuations will taper off. It is
hypothesized that in some instances, depending on the strength and structure of the NIW,
“back-end” refraction could occur from larger solitons at the tail-end of the NIW train.
The general case defined here is a simplistic one and overlooks complications in the
ocean environment, such as non-uniform bathymetry, inhomogeneous bottom properties,
and surface scattering. Further, non-uniformity in the internal wave field, including
range dependence along the NIW (i.e. curvature, waning or truncated solitons), and
crossing NIWs create even more possibilities for fluctuations in the acoustic field.
Nonetheless, the time-varying regimes suggested by this general case have become
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apparent during analysis of experimental data from the SW06 experiment, some of which
are offered in this paper.
2.3 SW06 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The SW06 experiment took place during the summer of 2006 off the New Jersey
coast, with a primary goal of advancing our understanding of acoustic propagation in
shallow water. The multi-institutional endeavor was sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research, and included numerous research vessels, scientific moorings, and principal
investigators. The experimental location was proximate to the continental shelf break,
near the site of previous acoustic studies10, and was ideally situated in an environment
where internal waves are known to occur. An excellent overview is provided by
Newhall, et al.13 for detailed information regarding the SW06 experiment setup as a
whole.
As part of the SW06 experiment, the University of Delaware’s Research Vessel (R/V)
Sharp35 transmitted various acoustic signals to create persistent measurements during the
passage of NIW trains. During a three week deployment, the R/V Sharp positioned itself
at varying ranges and bearings to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute’s “Shark”
receiving vertical line array (VLA) while transmitting low-frequency acoustic signals
using a J-15 source. Throughout the deployment, the R/V Sharp detected the surface
expression of 58 internal wave events on marine RADAR. Figure 2.3 shows the SW06
experimental area, including R/V Sharp locations C1B and C1D. These two locations
were strategically chosen based upon the heading of previously experienced NIWs – such
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that any newly experienced NIW events would likely be nearly parallel to the acoustic
track created by the R/V Sharp J-15 source and the WHOI receiving array.
The two NIW events analyzed in this paper were labeled “Event 44” and “Event 47”
as they were the 44th and 47th events experienced during the R/V Sharp’s deployment,
and occurred at locations C1B and C1D respectively. During both NIW events, the J-15
terminated transmissions while other SW06 acoustic sources were activated. Although
cessation of the J-15 source unfortunately caused some sparseness in the acoustic data,
the R/V Sharp’s persistent transmissions successfully captured acoustic modulations due
to NIW activity. The experimental configurations for Event 44 and Event 47 were
virtually identical, aside from different locations for the acoustic source. It was primarily
the dissimilarity in the oceanographic environment that created uniqueness between the
two NIW events (and resulting datasets). During both experimental configurations, the
WHOI receiving VLA was collocated with environmental mooring SW54 (39˚ 1.252ʹ N,
73˚ 2.983ʹ W). The VLA consisted of 16 elements spanning the lower portion of the
water column between 13 and 80 meters. In the case of Event 44, the R/V Sharp
deployed a J-15 acoustic source 74 meters below the surface, where the water was 78-80
meters deep, at location C1B (39˚ 8’ 6.8” N, 72˚ 57” 26.6” W). This location was 15 km
away from the WHOI receiving VLA and at a bearing of 212˚. The bathymetry between
the source and receiver remained relatively flat, with only small depth differences along
the acoustic track (varying between 77 and 82 meters). A sequence of 23 broadband (50450 Hz) linear frequency modulated chirp signals, each 0.7 seconds long, were
persistently transmitted every three minutes, except during times other SW06 acoustic
sources were activated. In the case of Event 47, the J-15 acoustic source was deployed
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50 meters below the surface, where the water was 82-84 meters deep, at location C1D
(39˚ 7’ 27.4” N, 72˚ 56’ 16.6” W). This location was also 15 km away from the WHOI
receiving array, but at slightly different bearing of 220˚. An identical chirp signal as
Event 44 was transmitted, although consecutively, rather than in separate sequences.
2.4 OCEANOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND AND MEASUREMENTS
Before examining environmental data specific to Events 44 and 47, some larger scale
oceanography should be considered, which provides a setting for localized NIW
phenomena. Throughout the SW06 experiment, the evolution of the continental shelf’s
hydrography and stratification played a dominant role – influencing the NIW and
thermohaline intrusion activity experienced during certain timeframes. Meandering of
the off-shelf front, and the occasional existence of small warm core rings (sometimes
referred to as off-shelf eddies), caused interesting three-dimensional advection effects in
the experimental area.
During the month of August 2006, two eddy masses (warm core rings) existed off the
continental shelf – the first roughly between August 6-10, and the second starting around
25 August. Events 44 and 47 occurred between these eddy masses, on August 13th and
16-17th respectively. This timing is important for two reasons – firstly, water intrusions
are associated with these eddies, and secondly, they affect the stratification of the
thermocline. During timeframes off-shelf eddies exist, both surface and pycnocline
intrusions can occur, in essence mixing the thermocline. However, for a period between
these eddies (August 12-20), stronger stratification of the thermocline existed, where a
less-saline surface layer was present due to local freshwater river discharge.
Additionally, wind-forced Ekman transport during this period helped strengthen the
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thermocline, where Northeast (positive) wind stresses pushed the surface-water offshore,
and in turn pulled the more saline off-shelf water along the bottom of the continental
slope, creating a thermohaline bottom intrusion – often called “the foot of the front.” In
general, this process delivers the most salinity onto the shelf (~34 ppt) and creates even
stronger stratification in the thermocline 36 – a crucial factor relative to the existence and
strength of NIWs.
NIWs occur throughout the world and are primarily caused by internal tidal forcing
and interactions with a non-uniform ocean bathymetry. They are well known to occur in
the SW06 experimental area, and because the New Jersey shelf is broad with a mild
slope, NIW evolution occurs gradually. They are physically important contributors to
mass transport and heat flux distribution into the water column – in fact, NIW
measurements throughout August accounted for roughly 50% of heat flux across the
pycnocline. A notable six day time span between August 17- 22 contained a
manifestation of larger NIWs, which was slightly unexpected because this was concurrent
with the weaker neap barotropic tide.37
Given these mesoscale oceanographic conditions, we see that Event 44 took place
during a time when the pycnocline was strongly stratified, and a salty thermohaline
bottom intrusion existed. Event 47 occurred at the onset of a mid-water column intrusion
moving along the shelf, towards the SW06 experimental area. Further, Event 44
happened just prior to, and Event 47 at the cusp of, the some of the greatest internal wave
activity measured during the SW06 experiment. These important oceanographic factors
set the stage for these discrete NIW events, and help interpret environmental sensor data
relative to our acoustic analysis.
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In order to measure the NIW activity for Events 44 and 47, we rely upon both moored
and ship-borne sensors. During the experiment, marine RADAR served as one of the
most useful tools to infer NIW presence, because during calm seas, the NIW surface
expression can become apparent on RADAR display. From this imagery, one can
estimate the general properties of the NIW, such as: whether it has curvature along the
crest, the approximate number of solitons within the NIW train, the relative bearing and
speed of propagation, and when it reaches the deployed acoustic source. Figure 2.4
shows three examples of RADAR imagery overlaid upon the SW06 experimental area –
these snapshots include Event 44 before it arrived, as it passed beneath, and passed
beyond the research vessel and acoustic source (between 3:00 and 11:00 GMT on August
14th). We notice that the NIW crest was approximately parallel to the acoustic track, and
as the NIW reached the acoustic source, the wave-fronts show little-to-no curvature.
Interpreting several images over time, we can infer that Event 44 propagated relatively
slowly (0.5 m/s), northwest by west at a bearing of 308˚.
In addition to marine RADAR, the R/V Sharp was equipped with a 300 kHz RD
Instruments downward looking Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), which probed
the water column, and allows us to estimate the overall strength and structure of the NIW
as it passed beneath the ship – determining the NIW’s time-dependent profile relative to
the acoustic source. The top panel of Figure 2.5 displays the ADCP’s Echo Sounder
channel recorded during Event 44. Here, a strongly oscillating pycnocline is apparent
between 05:20 and 07:30 GMT, where at least 14 well-defined soliton depressions,
roughly 15 meters in amplitude, indicate Event 44 was a strong Mode-1 structured NIW.
These stronger depressions are then followed by several smaller and lesser-resolved
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pycnocline oscillations. In comparison, the top panel of Figure 2.6 shows that Event 47
was again a Mode-1 structured wave, but consisted of only three solitons, each
decreasing in amplitude, from roughly 17, 14, to 11 meters. Recently, similar data using
upward-looking Echo Sounders has been further interpreted to estimate the overall
structure of passing NIWs.38
The center and bottom panels of Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 provide the ADCP velocity
channels, illustrating the overall particle velocity magnitude and the extracted vertical
component. For both Events 44 and 47, the maximum particle velocity is roughly
between 0.5-0.6 m/s, and regions of high velocity appear in concert with the soliton
depressions. Similarly, the vertical velocity aligns well with solitons, where the upward
(and downward) particle velocity reaches up to 0.2 m/s prior to (and following) each
depression. Velocity data from Event 47 indicate a more complex scenario than Event
44, suggesting there may have been other oceanographic mechanisms creating additional
disturbances to the velocity profile – possibly the onset of a mid-water column intrusion.
In both cases, and in general, these upward and downward currents help create the
surface “rip” that helps make NIWs detectable by marine RADAR – and also create
important mixing and transport aspects that are of extreme interest to the physical and
biological oceanographic communities.
During each NIW event, the R/V Sharp also performed Conductivity-TemperatureDepth (CTD) casts, employing a repeated up-and-down “yo-yo” fashion, in order to
ascertain sound speed variability in the water column. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show
measured temperature and salinity profiles as well as the computed39 sound speed for
each event. During Event 44, sound speeds fluctuated between 1487-1530 m/s at 10-35
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meters depth, while Event 47 sound speeds varied between 1494-1530 m/s at 15-45
meters depth. An outlying CTD cast in Figure 2.8 stems from Event 47’s leading soliton
arriving at the R/V, and represents a brief period of increased temperature, decreased
salinity, and faster sound speed, signifying upper-layer waters being pushed deeper into
the water column. To display the Event 44 CTD casts versus time, and the passage of the
NIW beneath the ship, these same sound speed data are plotted as a color scalogram in
the far right panel of Figure 2.7 . These casts show relatively uniform profiles until 05:40
GMT, when an onset of strong oscillations occur, where the sound speed minimum is
quickly pushed from roughly 25 to 40 meters. The timing and structure of this variability
corroborates extremely well with both the marine RADAR and ADCP measurements.
Additionally, the “foot of the front” is evidenced by a region of increased sound speed
along the bottom of the water column.
Accompanying these ship-borne sensors, NIW activity was recorded by a series of
environmental moorings placed throughout the experimental area – each possessing a
thermistor array that adequately detected thermocline perturbations in the water column.
The two environmental moorings relevant to Events 44 and 47 are SW32, located
midway between the source and receiver, and SW54, collocated at the receiving VLA.
The lower three panels of Figure 2.9 compare Event 44’s internal wave structure at
three locations along the acoustic track. The ADCP echo (previously shown in Figure 2.5
), indicates NIW activity at the acoustic source. A representative profile at a midway
point between the source and receiver is offered by interpolated sound speed
measurements recorded by environmental mooring SW32 – located 5.43 km from the
acoustic source at a bearing of 221˚, or 844 meters-off axis from the acoustic track.
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SW32 captured Event 44 as a well-developed NIW train, consisting of 12 pronounced
solitons, followed by a series of smaller and less regular thermocline depressions. Both
the ADCP Echo and SW32 show a strikingly similar representation of Event 44,
indicating strong uniformity in the NIW’s structure over this section of the acoustic track.
Although SW32 was slightly off-axis, this discrepancy accounts for only a seven minute
time-shift when associating soliton arrivals between these two locations. In comparison,
the period between solitons was roughly twelve minutes. At the receiving VLA, SW54
captured slightly weaker NIW activity starting at approximately 4:30 GMT, indicating
Event 44 reached this location prior to the acoustic source. Here, only six strong soliton
depressions are evident, suggesting the NIW was less evolved at this period in time, that
some of the trailing solitons tapered with range, or a combination of both factors.
Relating internal wave activity at the source, receiver, and midway point we can
deduce some important characteristics regarding Event 44 relative to the acoustic track.
Firstly, environmental data indicates the NIW arrived at the receiver about one hour prior
to the acoustic source, and that the leading NIW wave crest can be well-approximated by
a straight line. We can estimate a forward propagation speed of 0.5 m/s and a bearing
difference between the leading edge of the NIW and the source-receiver path,  , at
approximately 5-6˚.
In contrast to Event 44, Event 47 was a more localized and shorter duration
phenomenon. Measurements at the receiving VLA on SW54 (not shown) indicate
irregular NIW activity between 21:45 and midnight GMT on August 16th. Environmental
mooring data captured by SW32 indicate a very strong single soliton arrival at 23:20
GMT, following by a lowered thermocline lasting through the remainder of the day
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(Figure 2.10 ). As previously mentioned, NIW activity at the source showed three
discrete solitons passing beneath the ship, and marine RADAR imagery indicated two
straight line fronts with the first wave crest measuring between 205-210˚ as it reached the
vessel, creating a bearing difference between the acoustic track and the propagating NIW
in the realm of   10 15 . In this scenario, using a straight-line approximation, the
NIW reaches the acoustic source before the receiving VLA. Given this relatively larger
angle, the acoustic data could be interpreted as falling within the adiabatic regime, and
horizontal effects would not appear to dominate. However, because the acoustic data
appear to display some important defocusing properties relevant to the horizontal regime,
it is also included in this investigation.
2.5 ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYISIS
A. Broadband energy metrics
In order to quantify the intensity fluctuations that occurred during NIW activity, we
employ methods described by Duda et al.40 and Fredericks et al.41 which have previously
been used to treat acoustic data from the PRIMER and ASIAEX experiments. In these
analyses, acoustic data spanning several days were quantified by decomposing intensity
and energy values into tidal and subtidal frequencies, thereby appraising the impact of
ocean processes in an all-inclusive convention. Here, we use the same metrics to analyze
discrete NIW events and correlate them with local oceanographic processes to better
understand the variability of the acoustic field during much shorter timescales (hours
versus days).
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Prior to performing metrics upon the chirp signals, receptions were high-pass filtered

( fc  100 Hz ) to limit possible low-frequency shipping and environmental noise
contributions. Each chirp arrival (or transmission number) k , at each hydrophone depth

z , was pulse compressed using the match filtered output  of the complex demodulates,
i.e. I ( , z, k )   ( , z, k ) . In this case, the pulse compressed signal  relies upon the
2

analytic signal derived from quadrature amplitude demodulation, which is then correlated
with the original transmitted signal. This process greatly increases SNR, however as a
final quality check, all signals were visually inspected such that chirp arrivals
overshadowed by noise were manually removed.
These data then served as the basis for statistical metrics – temporally integrated
energy I , being the primary tool to correlate acoustic data to oceanographic evidence of
NIW activity. This metric provides insight into the depth dependence of acoustic energy,
and also helps to discriminate time varying energy changes over the water column, such
as mode coupling. To calculate temporally integrated energy, each pulse-compressed
arrival is integrated over the energetic region of the signal  , with these time limits
carefully chosen in order to reduce residual noise contributions, but to also incorporate
multipath arrivals.

I ( z, k )   I ( , z, k )d

(2.13)

Each dataset created by Events 44 and 47 were then normalized such that the overall
mean is one; I  1 . Normalizing these data removes gain created by the pulse
compression process, and also serves to highlight signal intensifications ( I
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 1) .

However, caution should be used when interpreting signal fades (0  I

 1) , as they may

be more difficult to discern. The top panel of Figure 2.9 shows temporally integrated
energy receptions during Event 44 on a linear scale for all hydrophones of the WHOI
VLA. For direct comparison, these data are plotted against the same timescale as
oceanographic information. The top panel of Figure 2.10 shows temporarily integrated
energy for Event 47 in comparison to NIW activity at environmental mooring SW32.
Again, breaks in these data are due to temporary pauses in the R/V’s transmissions during
other SW06 source activity. The normalized temporally integrated energy for both
Events 44 and 47 are well-fitted by a lognormal distribution, which agrees with previous
observations given by Fredericks et al.41 for acoustic data influenced by NIW activities
(high-frequency oceanographic processes).
From this point forward we primarily focus upon Event 44, mainly because the
environmental measurements confirm NIW activity along the entire acoustic track.
Therefore, this dataset is well-suited to investigate energy fluctuations due to the NIW’s
presence. Figure 2.11 shows I plotted in four separate manners to demonstrate different
aspects of these data. The top-left panel shows I for the entire Event 44 dataset versus
transmission index, which is a proxy for time. The top right panel shows a normalized
histogram of these data, which ensemble, consists of 16100 samples. Overlaid is a fitted
lognormal probability density function (PDF) yielding a lognormal mean
and a lognormal variance

ˆ 2 , of 0.417.

̂ , of 0.986,

In order to help interpret the energy distribution

versus depth, I receptions upon each hydrophone are shown through a color scalogram
in the bottom left panel. Although the VLA contained 16 hydrophones, only the top 14
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are considered since hydrophones 14-16 were approximately collocated, near the
seafloor. The bottom right panel displays a statistical boxplot for each phone, where the
circular mark represents the median, the edges of the box the 25th and 75th percentiles,
and the whiskers extending to the furthest points not considered outliers. The outliers are
plotted as individual points. Therefore, it is important to note that the highest energy
points that are visually striking throughout these data are in fact outliers, and highlight
fluctuations that are well above the mean. For this reason, interpreting PDFs which
represent sections of these data may be a more appropriate way to infer the general
impact of physical processes on the acoustic field. (We will offer an interpretation of
these data based upon this approach in the following section.) The boxplot also infers
that at least two acoustic ducts appear in the water column. Both the mean values, as
well as the outliers, indicate the energy in the water column peaked at roughly 20 and 60
meters. Given this interesting depth dependence, modal decomposition is a logical next
step.
B. Modal decomposition
Broadband modal beamforming was carried out according to the methods described by
Crocker et al.,42 such that the signals were match-filtered and weighted by their modal
components in the frequency domain. A non-match-filtered LFM chirp signal received
upon the eighth hydrophone of the WHOI VLA (39 meters deep) is displayed at the far
left panel of Figure 2.12 as a representative example of all Event 44 data. This acoustic
signal was recorded at the start of the ramping feature during Event 44; it was band-pass
filtered between 70 and 325 Hz in order to remove low frequency noise, and also to
remove a 330 Hz tone (instrument noise) that was persistent throughout these data. The
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spectrogram shows a splitting at the “foot” of the chirp (below 150 Hz) which indicates
separate modal arrivals, and modal dispersion in the acoustic waveguide. Additionally,
some patchiness of the chirp arrival above 250 Hz appears, suggesting additional
variability in the higher frequency portion.
Broadband modal decomposition of this signal is displayed in the right-most panels of
Figure 2.12 for the first five modes, serving to explain some of the frequency dependent
variability. For consistency across plots, the color scale for each modal arrival is
normalized and identical. Specific to this particular sample, Mode 1 carries energy in the
lowest part of the frequency spectrum (less than 200 Hz), whereas Mode 5 carries energy
in the upper part of the spectrum (greater than 200 Hz). Modes 2, 3, and 4, appear to
carry energy throughout the entire 70-325 Hz band. The modal decomposition shows
splitting at the foot of the chirp can be attributed to separate mode arrivals. While Mode
1 shows a steady LFM chirp arrival (similar to the transmitted signal), Modes 2-6 show
increasing delays at frequencies below 200 Hz. The broadband mode arrivals for this
signal are also shown in Figure 2.13 , and visual interpretation infers Modes 2 and 3
appear to carry more energy than others.
The top panel of Figure 2.14 shows the modal energy distributions for the duration of
Event 44, using the frequency bands identified in the sample chirp signal. The lognormal
mean and variance for each modal distribution is also annotated. Similar to the approach
employed in calculating I , these signals have been match-filtered, and the energy for
each modal component was calculated by integrating under the energetic region of the
received mode arrival. For the entire 70-325 Hz spectrum, Modes 1-3 dominate energy
delivery and signal variability upon the VLA. This is also true for the lower frequency
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band (70-200 Hz), shown in the lower-left panel of Figure 2.14 . However, the lowerright panel of Figure 2.14 indicates that Modes 3-5 dominate energy delivered to the
VLA for frequencies above 200 Hz. The frequency dependence of this broadband signal
explains why Mode 3 tends to carry the most energy during the totality of Event 44, as it
carries energy in both the lower and upper bands of the chirp signal.
C. Qualitative modeling
In order to better understand the fluctuations we see during NIW activity, we turn to
three-dimensional propagation modeling. The advantage of a model is that any
uncertainty from oceanographic processes that exist in our measured data can be
removed. However, modeling the time dependence of a NIW traversing the sound field
is computationally expensive, requiring many individual model runs. Additionally,
modeling the broadband nature of our signals also increases the computational burden.
Therefore, we consider three instances for an idealized scenario that is directly
comparable to Event 44, and also directly comparable to the refraction, defocusing, and
focusing conditions described earlier.
The three dimensional KRAKEN normal mode program43 was employed to simulate
the behavior of individual modes during Event 44. To reproduce the NIW, a simple
constant-depth water column of 80 meters was chosen, with bottom parameters
representative of the SW06 environment.44 A 300 Hz source, located at 74 meters depth
simulated the J-15 deployed from the R/V Sharp – this frequency chosen because it is
roughly the center of the real-world chirp signal’s bandwidth. The primary
environmental input for this model was an interpolated sound speed profile, derived from
measured data recorded by environmental mooring SW32 during Event 44. Because
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SW32 was situated midway between the source and receiver, we assume it represents a
general profile of Event 44 across the entire acoustic track. We consider a straight line
NIW front, letting the sound speed profile vary along cross-range ( y -axis) with no
variation in the range dimension ( x -axis).
The left panel of Figure 2.15 shows the interpolated sound speed profile supplied to
the KRAKEN program along the depth and cross-range dimensions. The three adjacent
panels represent the corresponding sound field across range and cross-range. For each
instance, the acoustic source (marked by a star) is positioned at a different location
relative to the NIW sound speed profile, and horizontally refracted modal rays for the
first five modes are depicted at various launch angles from the source location. In the
first example, the source is positioned 200 meters before the leading edge of the NIW,
representing a refraction condition. Higher modes have higher critical angles, illustrated
by the fact that the higher order modes are more easily refracted, and the lower order
modes penetrate the leading soliton more easily. In the second example the source is
situated at the center of the first soliton, creating a defocusing condition. As in the
refraction scenario, the lower order modes do not refract as easily. Therefore, an acoustic
track directly parallel to the NIW front would receive less energy from higher order
modes when compared to an unperturbed environment. However, an acoustic track that
is slightly off-axis (such as the condition described in Event 44) may actually receive
more energy in this scenario because the defocusing event has diverted some energy
obliquely. The third example portrays a focusing condition, where the source is
positioned between two solitons, creating a horizontal waveguide. Here rays for all five
modes are refracted in an oscillatory pattern along the parallel track. In this condition, an
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acoustic track exactly parallel to the NIW would expect a significant level of energy
delivery. However, if the source-receiver path is slightly askew from parallel (outside of
the horizontal waveguide), a decrease in energy would be anticipated since a significant
portion has been vectored between the solitons.
2.6 INTERPRETATION OF OBSERVATIONAL DATA
The SW06 experiment happened to be one of the largest oceanographic field
experiments in history, with an unprecedented number of oceanographic sensors – not
only including moorings and ship-borne assets, but also Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs), air-based, and space-based assets. These resources provided a unique
opportunity to interpret acoustic data in concert with oceanographic data. However, even
with this rich environmental dataset, our examination of NIW activity during Events 44
and 47 is sufficiently under-sampled to draw any firm conclusions when correlating
oceanographic and acoustic measurements. Therefore, we offer an interpretation of the
observational data, and hypotheses for fluctuations that we see. To further examine
Events 44 and 47 we align them to local oceanographic processes, and statistically
decompose select data into regimes where dominant acoustic processes are likely. We
specifically search for areas where NIW modulations of the sound field are apparent and
fall within the quiescent, refraction, or NIW interference, regimes previously suggested.
We also point to possible instances of focusing and defocusing.
A. Comments upon Event 44
Taking a cursory glance at acoustic data received upon the VLA during Event 44
(Figure 2.9 ), one notices a significant ramping of acoustic energy between 3:00 and 5:40
GMT, leading up to the NIW arriving at the acoustic source. Closer inspection reveals
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some intricacies associated with this escalating energy. Prior to any NIW activity at the
receiver, energy appears to steadily intensify throughout the water column. Examining
these receptions versus transmission index

(k  0  350) in the top left panel of Figure

2.11 the signals exhibit a seesaw pattern where the energy spikes and fades versus time.
This feature can likely be explained by a Lloyd’s Mirror interference pattern in the
horizontal plane. Then, for a brief period of time, while NIW activity was evident at the
receiver but had not yet arrived at the acoustic source, the overall energy received upon
the VLA is somewhat suppressed. This suppression occurs when the NIW started to
cross into the acoustic track, likely diverting energy away from the receiving array. Prior
to the NIW reaching either the acoustic source or receiver (4:30 GMT), we propose that
horizontal refraction processes dominate, and consequently categorize these data into a
refraction regime. It should be noted that refraction over 1.5 hour duration is not typical,
as this phenomenon is expected to be on the order of 30 minutes. An increase in ambient
noise coincides with the NIW’s arrival, which is an important factor to consider. After a
separate noise analysis, we remain confident these data accurately reflect the increase in
signal energy, and that we have sufficiently mitigated any possible noise corruption.
APPENDIX A expands these arguments in more detail.
At 5:40 GMT a collection of high energy signals is coincident with the NIW arriving
at the acoustic source (indicated by a white dotted line superimposed upon the ADCP
echo plot of Figure 2.9 ) which we propose to be a focusing phenomenon. Because the
NIW was not completely parallel to the acoustic track we cannot definitively assume that
this is a strict focusing event, and a few reasonable scenarios can be suggested where
energy is directed towards the VLA. One possibility is that a ducting of energy did occur
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between two solitons, and energy travelled along this acoustic waveguide towards the
general direction of the VLA. If the waveguide became less defined (which is evident
from NIW activity captured at the VLA), the energy would begin to spread down-range
from the acoustic source, casting energy in the receiver’s general direction. This scenario
would be similar to that of a truncated NIW suggested by Lin et al.28 Another possibility
is that strong refraction or defocusing at the acoustic source directed a large amount of
energy towards the VLA early on in the acoustic path. Although some speculation is at
work here, we hypothesize focusing plays a dominant role, and categorize this portion of
Event 44 into a focusing regime.
Following this, a period of subdued energy was captured between 6:00 and 8:00 GMT.
Interestingly, this two hour period occurs during the period of strongest NIW activity,
indicating these strongest solitons vectored some energy away from the VLA. After 8:00
GMT the energy then evolves into a vacillating sound field with increased seesawing
energy spikes. These fluctuations could again be due to some reasonable scenarios. One
conjecture is that the strongest solitons no longer existed in the acoustic track, and while
the smaller soliton depressions caused substantial fluctuations in the sound field, they
could no longer vector comparable energy away from the VLA. A second supposition is
that back-end refraction off the larger solitons that had recently passed the acoustic track
may exist, thereby creating stronger fluctuations when compared to peak NIW activity.
Because this entire period of time (after 6:00 GMT) occurs while NIW activity crosses
the acoustic track, and the acoustic data appears very erratic, we categorize this portion of
data as a NIW interference regime.
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Revisiting Figure 2.11 , we recall that the entire Event 44 acoustic dataset consisted of
16100 samples, well-fit by a lognormal PDF with lognormal mean
lognormal variance

ˆ 2  0.417 .

ˆ  0.986 , and

This serves as a comparison point for breaking the data

into the proposed refraction, focusing, and NIW interference regimes. Figure 2.16 shows
the lognormal PDFs for these data separated into each regime to show the general
differences or similarities between these areas of acoustic data. Based on the fitted
distributions it becomes apparent that focusing effects dominate both signal
intensification and signal variability. Another noteworthy point is that refraction effects
prior to the NIW’s arrival cause similar variability as NIW interference effects. The
important argument to be made here is that when considering acoustic fluctuations in the
presence of internal waves, signal intensification and variability prior to the NIW’s
arrival can be considered equivalently significant as the NIW passing over the acoustic
track. This scenario is especially likely if the acoustic track is not exactly parallel to the
NIW, and focusing between solitons may actually divert energy away from the receiver.
The bottom left panel of Figure 2.11 illustrates energy levels upon each hydrophone,
showing depth dependence. At the start of the ramping feature, an acoustic duct steadily
increases on the fifth hydrophone (at 28 meters) and then abruptly ceases as the NIW
crosses into the acoustic track (prior to k  300 ). This may indicate that the escalating
energy could be an intensifying mode as the NIW draws closer to the acoustic track. As
the NIW enters the acoustic track ( 300  k  450 ), energy dominates at various depths,
indicating that only certain modes are traveling through the leading edge of the NIW, or
perhaps mode coupling is causing a vertical redistribution of energy. As the proposed
focusing event occurs ( 450  k  500 ), there is an increase in energy throughout the
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water column, and significant intensification on hydrophones 2, 4, 11, and 12 (at 16, 24,
54 and 61 meters). After transmission 500, and during the NIW interference regime,
energy is spread throughout the water column, with some evidence of escalating energy
at the end of NIW train, again upon hydrophones 2, 4, 11 and 12.
The mean and variance values for mode-dependent energy partitioned into the
refraction and NIW interference regimes are listed in Table 2.1, and for upper and lower
frequency bands in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. The focus regime is omitted because the
number of receptions during this period of time does not provide satisfactory sampling
for both modal and statistical decomposition. In the refraction regime, higher frequencies
and higher modes appear to deliver more energy to the VLA. The NIW interference
regime lends itself to less conclusive modal and frequency contributions, but follows the
same trend as the overall dataset, where higher modes deliver more energy at higher
frequencies, and lower modes deliver more energy at lower frequencies.
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Table 2.1 Event 44 broadband modal decomposition (70-325 Hz)
Mode

All Regimes

̂

ˆ 2

1

1.13

0.91

2
3
4
5

1.26
1.34
0.80
0.44

0.88
0.77
0.14
0.04

Refraction
Regime

̂

NIW
Interference

ˆ 2

̂

ˆ 2

0.45

0.04

1.39

0.80

0.56
0.75
0.62
0.44

0.04
0.08
0.08
0.06

1.53
1.53
0.85
0.42

0.88
0.75
0.11
0.02

Table 2.2 Event 44 broadband modal decomposition – lower band (70-200 Hz)
Mode

All Regimes

̂

ˆ 2

1

1.21

1.25

2
3
4
5

1.35
1.38
0.71
0.32

1.35
1.13
0.18
0.03

Refraction
Regime

̂

NIW
Interference

ˆ 2

̂

ˆ 2

0.42

0.03

1.53

1.11

0.51
0.68
0.51
0.32

0.04
0.10
0.10
0.06

1.67
1.61
0.77
0.30

1.29
1.08
0.13
0.02

Table 2.3 Event 44 broadband modal decomposition – upper band (200-325 Hz)
Mode

All Regimes

̂

ˆ 2

1

0.66

0.33

2
3
4
5

0.82
1.14
1.19
1.18

0.15
0.34
0.25
0.28

Refraction
Regime

̂

NIW
Interference

ˆ 2

̂

ˆ 2

0.50

0.19

0.69

0.29

0.72
1.10
1.22
1.22

0.06
0.15
0.16
0.17

0.85
1.13
1.15
1.12

0.19
0.40
0.26
0.25
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B. Comments upon Event 47
Figure 2.10 shows I arrivals at the receiving array during Event 47 and at the same
timescale as SW32 measurements. As in Event 44, a ramping of energy occurs prior to
the NIW’s arrival, between 22:40 and 22:55 GMT, again with seesawing energy spikes
which can perhaps be explained by a Lloyd’s Mirror interference pattern in the horizontal
plane. Another possibility is that these fluctuations are simply due to small water column
perturbations prior to the NIW’s arrival, which are evident in the SW32 measurements.
After a break in data, slightly erratic fluctuations are followed by a stark suppression of
energy, which transpired concurrently with soliton activity along the acoustic track,
between 23:20 and 23:25 GMT. This portion of data may be a defocusing event where
energy is spread away from the receiving VLA. A subsequent brief collection of high
energy signals could be attributed to some form of focusing, directing energy towards the
VLA. After a second break in data, a longer period of reduced energy appears after 23:35
GMT. These data may be influenced by a shadow zone, where acoustic energy is
shielded from the VLA behind the passing solitons – explained by the fact that the angle
difference between the acoustic track and the NIW caused leading solitons to arrive at the
source before the receiver. Alternatively, the NIW activity may have sufficiently passed
the acoustic track, returning the acoustic field to a quiescent state.
2.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In brief summary, measured data from the SW06 experiment exhibit general features
that can be characterized by a time-varying scenario where the acoustic track is nearly
parallel to an approaching NIW train. Local oceanographic measurements confirm strong
internal wave activity during two discrete NIW events. Given our experimental
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geometry, horizontal refraction effects dominate, as shown by theory and threedimensional modeling. Further insight into the measured data is offered through the use
of broadband energy metrics, modal decomposition, and statistical analysis. A suggested
breakdown of the data based upon time-varying regimes is offered through the
interpretation of observational data.
In conclusion, this work offers good corroboration with previous studies. Future work
will better establish the suggested time-varying scenario. This includes examining other
SW06 acoustic data during similar experimental configurations, and also simulating the
NIW with three-dimensional parabolic equation modeling.
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FIGURES

Figure 2.1 The NIW train can be approximated as series of “sudden”
perturbations in the water column, where each soliton alters the modal
eigenvalues. Depending on the source-receiver position, the NIW can heavily
influence where acoustic energy is directed. The top panel shows a refraction
scenario – prior to the NIW reaching the acoustic source. The center panel
shows a defocusing scenario – just as the first soliton reaches the source. The
bottom panel shows a focusing scenario – as the source is trapped between
two solitons. Soliton perturbations are represented as gray bars for visual
interpretation.
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Figure 2.2 Time varying intensity fluctuation regimes for a propagating NIW field passing an acoustic source. An
acoustic source emits horizontally refracted modal rays at frequency f and mode number M. Note: Rays are not depthdependent, and are plotted at different levels to clarify different regimes. A quiescent regime is followed by a
refraction regime prior to the NIW’s arrival. As the NIW passes over an acoustic source both focusing and defocusing
cause a complicated interference regime.

Figure 2.3 Map of the SW06 experiment, and locations of the R/V Sharp during the
two specific NIW Events 44 and 47 (C1B and C1D respectively)
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Figure 2.4 A strong internal wave event propagated nearly parallel to the sourcereceiver acoustic track (R/V Sharp J-15 and WHOI VLA respectively). Ship radar
detected the surface expression of the NIW as it approached, passed beneath, and
left the R/V Sharp.
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Figure 2.5 ADCP plot of Event 44. A strong NIW passed below the R/V Sharp on Aug 14 2006. Top panel
shows normalized echo backscatter, showing strong pycnocline depressions occurring between 05:30 and
07:30 GMT. Center panel shows the magnitude of vertical particle velocity. Bottom panel shows vertical
velocity. (color online)
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Figure 2.6 ADCP plot of Event 47. A strong NIW passed below the R/V Sharp on Aug 16 2006. Top panel
shows normalized echo backscatter, showing three strong pycnocline depressions. Center panel shows the
magnitude of vertical particle velocity. Bottom panel shows vertical velocity. (color online)
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Figure 2.7 Computed sound speed versus time during CTD “yo-yo.” Event 44 arrives at the ship and acoustic source at
roughly 05:40 GMT and is marked by a depressed region of faster sound speed, followed by fluctuating sound speed profiles
versus time and depth. (color online)

Figure 2.8 CTD measurements of temperature (left), salinity (center), and
computed sound speed (right) during event 47.
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Figure 2.9 (Top) Measured normalized energy levels received upon each hydrophone of the WHOI VLA versus time.
Refraction occurs prior to the NIW’s arrival, with possible focusing as the NIW arrives at the acoustic source. A
complicated NIW interference regime follows; (Bottom 3 plots) Environmental sensors including R/V Sharp ADCP (at the
acoustic source) showing NIW pycnocline, mooring SW32 (midway between source-receiver), and interpolated sound speed
at the WHOI receiving VLA, all exhibiting strong internal wave activity. (color online)
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Figure 2.10 Measured normalized energy levels received upon each hydrophone of the WHOI VLA versus time during
Event 47. Possible refraction occurs prior to the NIW’s arrival, with defocusing and focusing effects as the soliton reaches
the acoustic track, and a possible shadow zone following (top). Environmental mooring SW32 was situated midway between
the source and receiver and shows evidence of strong soliton activity (bottom). (color online)
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Figure 2.11 Point observations are plotted versus transmission number (top left), and the data fits well to a lognormal
distribution (top right). Depth dependent variability is plotted using a normalized color scalogram versus transmission
number (bottom left), or alternatively shown through a statistical boxplot of received energy upon each hydrophone (bottom
right). (color online)
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Figure 2.12 Spectrogram showing a received chirp signal upon the eighth hydrophone (at 39 meters deep) of the WHOI
VLA (left). This signal is broken down into broadband modal components for modes 1-5 (right panels). Note the “splitting”
of the signal can be explained by separate modal arrivals. Color scales across plots are identical. (color online)

Figure 2.13

Normalized modal arrivals for the chirp signal shown in Figure 2.12 .
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Figure 2.14 Modal components of intensity point observations for 70-325 Hz (left);
the lower frequency spectrum, 70-200 Hz (center); and the upper frequency
spectrum, 200-325 Hz (right). Modes 1-3 dominate energy in the lower frequency
band, while modes 3-5 dominate energy in the upper frequency spectrum. (color
online)
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Figure 2.15 Event 44 sound speed profile (left) used as the primary environmental variable in the 3D KRAKEN normal
mode code, and is assumed to remain valid across range. The acoustic source is located at the star, simulating a passing
NIW. Modal rays are horizontally refracted by the NIW in a refraction, defocus, and focus condition based on the position
of the source. (color online)

Figure 2.16 Event 44 is separated into the proposed refraction, focusing, and
NIW interference regimes. Refraction effects prior to the NIW’s arrival cause
similar variability as NIW interference effects. Focusing effects dominate both
intensification and signal variability. (color online)
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Abstract: The three-dimensional Monterey-Miami Parabolic Equation (MMPE) model
is used to simulate a nonlinear internal wave (NIW) crossing the sound field in a shallow
water environment. The impetus for this research stems from acoustic measurements
taken during the Shallow Water ’06 (SW06) field experiment, where a NIW traversed the
water column such that soliton wavecrests were nearly parallel to the source-receiver
path. Horizontal refraction effects are important in this scenario. A brief derivation of
the parabolic equation (PE) that includes azimuthal coupling, which is often assumed
negligible, is provided. Considerations relevant to this modeling effort are described,
including: source parameters, bottom assumptions, the choice of reference sound speed,
and the approach to modal decomposition of the PE field. A sound speed profile adapted
from experimental SW06 data is used to simulate the NIW, assuming variations along the
wavecrests (e.g. curvature) are negligible. Broadband and modal energy metrics show
acoustic fluctuations due to internal wave activity. Repeated model runs simulate the
NIW crossing the PE field over space and time. Statistical analysis shows the PE data is
best fit by a lognormal distribution, but tends to an exponential distribution during certain
scenarios. Small angle differences between the acoustic track and the propagating NIW
cause substantial differences in energy distribution throughout the PE field. Refraction
prior to the NIW’s arrival is important, but can be considered a second-order factor in the
perfectly parallel condition, where focusing effects will dominate.
© 2011 Acoustical Society of America
PACS numbers: 43.30.Es, 43.30.Re, 43.30.Dr, 43.30.Zk
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3.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Since its introduction to the underwater acoustics community in 1977,1 the parabolic
equation (PE) model has been applied to a wide variety of complex oceanographic
environments. One particular problem that has drawn an abundance of attention in recent
years is the existence of nonlinear internal waves (NIWs), and their impact upon shallow
water acoustics.2 Large scale ocean acoustic experiments, including PRIMER,3
SWARM,4 ASIAEX,5 ,6 and more recently the Shallow Water ’06 (SW06) experiment,7
have significantly improved our understanding of these phenomena, and their relative
importance to the sound field. Throughout these endeavors, modeling has played a vital
role in interpreting experimental results, and advancing our knowledge base in this field
of study.
An experiment in the Yellow Sea is often referred to as the starting point for
investigations in this area, where it was found that internal waves were responsible for
“anomalous” acoustic fluctuations, that have since become trademark features of NIW
activity. By using PE simulations and normal mode decomposition, mode-coupling was
the suggested dominant physical mechanism responsible for changes in measured signals
propagating through NIW packets.8 Following this, a theoretical study implementing the
parabolic approximation in the horizontal plane with vertical modes along the depth
dimension treated horizontal refraction due to NIW activity, introducing focusing and
defocusing effects when the acoustic path is parallel to soliton fronts.9 Shortly thereafter,
fully 3-D PE techniques were used to simulate the time evolving NIW field, ascertain
azimuthal dependence, and examine three-dimensional propagation effects.8-17 More
recently, PE models have been used to analyze increasingly complex scenarios that are
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especially relevant to circumstances when the source-receiver path is nearly parallel to
the NIW wavecrests, and where horizontal refraction dominates.18-20 This subject is also
the primary goal of this work.
During the SW06 experiment, the Research Vessel Sharp transmitted acoustic signals
in an area where NIWs often occur, and at various bearings and ranges relative to a
moored receiving array. The primary purpose of this exercise was to further explore the
frequency and azimuthal dependence defined by Badiey et al.,21 and to collect data which
verified acoustic fluctuations due to NIW activities. Since then, several NIW events
experienced during the vessel’s three-week deployment have shown evidence of
horizontal refraction effects, including focusing, defocusing, and Lloyd’s mirror
phenomena.18, 22 One event in particular, labeled “Event 44”, offered a beautiful
representation of NIW activity characteristic of SW06 data. While the initial intent of
this study was to better understand Event 44 as a stand-alone example, it has been
expanded, and considers a more general argument where the acoustic track is nearparallel to a very long and non-curved NIW train. By simulating a three-dimensional
representation of a progressing NIW over both time and space, we create a statistical
sample set that can be exploited. Specifically, we explore changes caused by very small
angle differences, and time varying fluctuating regimes.
Our paper is organized in the following manner; we discuss some important
background theory and considerations applicable to our PE model. Following this we
present some specific examples of NIW activity that illustrate refraction, defocusing, and
focusing effects. We simulate the NIW propagating over time and space by executing
repeated model runs, each with a unique sound speed profile that advances the soliton
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train in small increments. We show the differences between virtual receivers, each with a
slightly different angle deviation in the acoustic track. A statistical analysis of modeled
data serves as a reference point across example scenarios.
3.2 MMPE THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC EQUATION MODEL
The primary tool used in this analysis was the Monterey-Miami Parabolic Equation
(MMPE) model, an outgrowth of the University of Miami Parabolic Equation Model
(UMPE),23 chosen for its ability to predict horizontal refraction effects in a threedimensional shallow-water environment. We provide a succinct derivation of the most
important aspects of the algorithm based primarily upon Smith24 and Smith and Tappert.23
The three-dimensional MMPE model is derived by representing a time-harmonic
sound field P in the Cartesian coordinate system with radial frequency  as
P  x, y, z, t   p( x, y, z )e jt .

(3.1)

Substituted into the three-dimensional Helmholtz equation gives
2 p 2 p 2 p


 k02 n2 p  4 P0  x  xs  .
x 2 y 2 z 2

(3.2)

Here, the reference wavenumber k0 is dependent on the reference sound speed c0 by

k0   / c0 . The acoustic index of refraction n , is determined by
n  x, y , z  
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c0
,
c  x, y , z 

(3.3)

with c  x, y, z  being the three-dimensional sound speed profile, and also the primary
environmental water-column variable that induces perturbations into the acoustic field.
Density variations are treated at the water-bottom interface, as described by Smith.23 The
right hand side of (3.2) takes into account an acoustic source with pressure amplitude P0
defined at a one meter reference distance R0 . The source is positioned at zero range and
arbitrary depth (such that x  xs  0, y  ys  0, z  zs ), and the point source contribution
is given by the Dirac delta function

 x 

1
2 r

  x    y    z  zs  .

(3.4)

To further simplify the Helmholtz equation, we introduce the differential operator
notation

Pop 


x

(3.5)

Qop       1

,

where

  n2  1


1 2
k02 z 2



1 2
k02 y 2 ,

(3.6)

so that we can write the homogeneous form of the Helmholtz equation as

 Pop2  kop2 Qop2  p  0
.
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(3.7)

Equation (3.7) can be factored into a form that represents incoming and outgoing waves.
However, we will assume that backscattered energy is negligible, and limit ourselves to
an outward propagating field, satisfied by
1/2
p  Qop


Pop   jk0Qop 

,

(3.8)

where  is the PE field function, comprised of a slowly modulating envelope function

 , and phase term dependent on the acoustic frequency. Defining the x direction as the
forward propagating field, we restrict (3.8) to

   e jk0 x ,

(3.9)

p  P0Qop1/2 e jk0 x

(3.10)

and,

Then the outgoing PE field in Cartesian coordinates can be defined as

 

 e jk0 x 
 jk0  .
x
 x


(3.11)

Substituting a normalized version of equation (3.10), where   1 and p  P0 , into the
Helmholtz equation yields

 jk0  Qop  1
x
.

(3.12)

If we introduce a Hamiltonian-like operator H op , which describes Qop by its potential
and kinetic energy components, and also defines the evolving PE field with range,
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H op  1  Qop

(3.13)


  jk0 H op
x
.

(3.14)

we can rewrite (3.12) as

Now, because we have cast the above problem in a form where the PE field is a defined
in the ( y, z ) plane, we can represent the field as a function of increasing range with the
use of a propagator function   x 

  x  x     x   x 

,

(3.15)

This becomes the starting point for the numerical implementation of the parabolic
acoustic wave equation, suitable for a split-step Fourier (SSF) approach. The advantage
of the SSF method is that each individual operator within Qop or H op can be multiplied
in either the spatial ( y, z -space) or Fourier transform ( k y , k z -space) domain – the domain
choice made to lessen computational burden. However, these operators in (3.5) and (3.6)
are a combination of scalar and differential forms. Therefore, the operator terms must be
separated, which requires an approximation to their joined dependence by the square-root
(see equation (3.5)).
The often-used wide-angle approximation25 can then be employed by letting

Qop  1  T2 DWAPE  UWAPE

where
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,

(3.16)

T2 DWAPE  1  1    1  1 

1 2
1 2

k02 y 2 k02 z 2 .

(3.17)

UWAPE  1  1      n  1

It is important to note the non-separability between the T2DWAPE ( y and z ) differential
operators. Neglecting the y -dependence would return the T2DWAPE term to the twodimensional single depth-slice approximation. However, retaining this term allows for
cross-range variation, or “horizontal coupling” along the y dimension. Retaining this y
-dependence is similar to retaining azimuthal dependence in the cylindrical derivation,
rather than assuming an uncoupled azimuthal approximation (UNCA).24 For our problem
at hand, this dependence is tremendously important, so that we adequately capture
refractive effects due to NIW activity. Additionally, including the y differential operator
helps account for cylindrical spreading, and consequently must be included in the threedimensional Cartesian derivation.
Equation (3.15) can be represented, and implemented, as a range-step marching
algorithm,

  x  x, y, z   e
IFFT

2D

 jk0

x
UWAPE  x x 
2

 ...

x
 jk0 x TˆWAPE  kz VˆWAPE  k y 
 , (3.18)
jk0 UWAPE  x 


2D 
2
 FFT e
  x, y , z   
e






with,

 k2  k2 
Tˆ2 DWAPE  k z   Vˆ2 DWAPE  k y   1  1   z 2 y  .


 k

0
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(3.19)

Here, U op is numerically simple in the spatial domain, as shown by (3.17). However
both Vop and Top are differential operators. Transforming them into the Fourier domain
converts them to the scalar operators given by (3.19). This algorithm is known as a
centered-step scheme, and provides the general mathematical basis for the MMPE
algorithm used in this study. Several other factors are important to consider, and those
pertinent to this work are briefly touched upon in the following sections.
A PE source and bandwidth
The version of MMPE code utilized in this study is implemented such that range is
represented along the x -axis, cross-range along the y -axis, and depth along the z -axis.
Because we are interested in three-dimensional refraction effects, we desire the maximum
amount of energy possible to be distributed in the lateral (cross-range) dimension.
MMPE implements a wide angle source function based on the Thomson and Bohun field
starter.26 In order to avoid sidelobes, a taper is introduced in the k z , k y domain.
Modifications were made to the original code in order to widen the azimuthal aperture in
the cross-range ( k y ) domain, yielding a maximum source angle of up to

85 . The

source-angle taper was not altered in the depth ( k z ) domain, and assumed valid for angles
up to

40 .

During the experiment, the J-15 source was located at 74 meters depth and transmitted
linear frequency modulated chirp signals between 50 and 450 Hz. During the acoustic
analysis of measured experimental data, time-integrated intensity I (a measure of
energy) served as our primary metric to evaluate fluctuations induced by NIW activity
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I  z, k   I  , z, k  d .

(3.20)

In equation (3.20) the integration takes place at each phone depth z , on each chirp
arrival k , and over the energetic region of the received signal  . These data were
highpass filtered at a 100 Hz cutoff frequency to limit low frequency ocean noise. To
directly compare modeled versus measured data, one would need to sufficiently model
the signal in frequency, and approximate the time arrival via an inverse Fourier
transform. However, even with the computational resources at hand, we could not
sufficiently sample the chirp bandwidth and also simulate the progression of the NIW
over space. Therefore we offer an approximation of received energy by applying
Parseval’s theorem. Let our received signal be represented in the time domain by P  t 
and in the frequency domain by p  f  ,

 P(t )

2

dt 



2

(3.21)

p( f ) df

.

BW

Because energy is conserved in both the time and frequency domains, instead of an
integral over time ( I ), we perform the calculation over frequency and denote it by I f .
Therefore, the approximate energy of the acoustic signal based on several frequency
samples can be written as

If 



p( f ) df 
2

BW

BW
N

N

 p( f )
i 1

i

2

,

(3.22)

where BW represents the bandwidth of the signal, modeled at N discrete samples. For
this study we limited the modeled signal bandwidth to 100-300 Hz, evaluated at N  17
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(12.5 Hz sampling). This resolution was the upper limit of our computational resources.
Although this is a relatively coarse representation of the signal bandwidth, the overall
energy fluctuations are well-captured. APPENDIX B discusses the impacts of this
tradeoff in further detail.
The source frequency also plays an important role in determining the spatial grid of
the PE model. In the “accuracy” mode, MMPE samples the water column at one-tenth of
one wavelength in depth (to accurately treat bottom density contrasts), one-half of one
wavelength in cross-range, and at one wavelength for each range step. Because our
calculation of I f requires a summation at a fixed point in space, and across N
frequencies, we require the spatial grid to be fixed across our source bandwidth.
Choosing an appropriate spatial sampling grid became an important factor when choosing
the modeled signal’s bandwidth. Incorporating frequencies above 300 Hz would require
over-sampling the PE field at 100 Hz. Similarly, considering frequencies below 100 Hz
would potentially under-sample the PE field above 300 Hz. Consequently, a slightly
narrower bandwidth than the 50-450 Hz SW06 chirp signal was considered. A spatial
grid corresponding to 175 Hz allowed for acceptable sampling over a 100-300 Hz
bandwidth, and was chosen as the final configuration for our investigation.
B Bottom considerations
Because we are primarily concerned with water-column induced acoustic
perturbations, we only consider a flat bottom with a constant depth of 80 meters. This
simplification is relatively true of the SW06 experimental area, which varied no more
than ±2.5 meters over the Event 44 acoustic track. However, because sea bottom
properties are expected to have a relatively profound impact upon the amount of acoustic
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energy that remains trapped in the water column, a sensitivity analysis of bottom
parameters was performed.
The MMPE algorithm incorporates a two-layered bottom approximation where, within
each layer n , one can account for the medium density  n , compressional speed c pn ,
compressional attenuation  pn , shear speed csn , and shear attenuation  sn . Because the
abrupt transition between water-column and bottom layer properties can create
mathematical artifacts when implementing a Fourier transform, the MMPE algorithm
creates a smoothed profile at this sharp interface. The layers are modeled by an
equivalent fluid approximation given by Tindle and Zhang,27 where the layered solid is
replaced by a fluid with adjusted parameters. The approach is suitable for low shear
speeds, and approximates the bottom reflection coefficient well. Attenuation is
accounted for by an imaginary term within the density, which is important to account for
when decomposing the PE field into normal modes.
Previous estimates from geoacoustic inversions by Jiang, et al.28 and Potty, et al.29
provided bounds for the eleven possible input parameters, shown in Table 3.1and Table
3.2. By varying these eleven parameters between realistic maximum and minimum
values, 2048 (equivalent to 211) individual two-dimensional MMPE realizations were
accomplished. A simulated 300 Hz acoustic source located at 74 meters depth imitated
the experimental configuration; this frequency chosen because it was the upper limit of
our modeled bandwidth, and because higher frequencies are expected to be more
sensitive to the varying parameters. Depth integrated intensity I z , was calculated for
each individual model run in order to explore the influence these parameters had upon
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water column energy. Figure 3.1 shows I z curves between five and ten kilometers from
the modeled source. The four panels show identical curves for all 2048 model
executions, but are separated into colorized (blue or red) “bands” that delineate the top
four parameters influencing acoustic energy being transferred into the bottom. The green
curve represents the depth integrated intensity for the “optimal” case, which corresponds
to the most likely (mean) values from the inversion results. The top left panel shows
layer-one compressional attenuation to be the most influential factor, separating the
model runs above and below the optimal scenario. The second order banding is due to
layer-one compressional speed dependence, followed by layer-one shear speed
dependence. Density in the top layer creates the smallest banding effect. Because these
parameters stem from inversion results, it is prudent to note that parameter estimates that
created the first and second order bands (compressional attenuation and compressional
speed) were well estimated. However, the third and fourth parameters (shear speed and
density) were not as well estimated and carried wider limits. Therefore, the “banding”
taking place for these last two parameters may be a consequence of the wide range
between their expected minimum and maximum values. One cannot ignore the
importance of other parameters (such as layer height) that have not been specifically
singled out by Figure 3.1. Because the mean (or optimal) values are centered across the
range of possibilities, they were chosen as the final input parameters to the MMPE
algorithm.
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Table 3.1 Layer 1 geoacoustic parameters
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

1.63

2.09

2.53

Compressional speed, c p1 (m/s)

1653.4

1683.75

1709.5

Compressional attenuation,  p1 (dB/m/kHz)

0.057

0.172

0.274

0

161.45

362

0.24

0.754

1.248

15

22.65

31.8

Density, 1 (kg/m3)

Shear speed, cs1 (m/s)
Shear attenuation,  p1 (dB/m/kHz)
Layer height, H1 (m)

Table 3.2 Layer 2 geoacoustic parameters
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

Density,  2 (kg/m3)

1.901

2.361

2.8

Compressional speed, c p 2 (m/s)

1982

2164.5

2354

Compressional attenuation,  p 2 (dB/m/kHz)

0.117

0.378

0.633

Shear speed, cs 2 (m/s)

139.9

825.2

1552.6

Shear attenuation,  p 2 (dB/m/kHz)

0.089

0.857

1.635
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C Modal analysis and reference sound speed sensitivity
To better understand acoustic propagation in complex environments, it is often useful
to decompose the field into its normal modes. By doing so, one can understand if modes
are propagating adiabatically, or if environmental disturbances are inducing mode
coupling effects. Because the MMPE algorithm provides the full acoustic field, modal
information can be obtained in a post-processing manner by decomposing the PE field
into its normal mode components. In the case of the standard parabolic equation (SPE),1
the field can be related to the normal modes of the Helmholtz equation in an exact
manner. The wide angle approximation (WAPE)30 given by equation (3.17) is generally
chosen instead in split-step Fourier implementations, because it reduces phase errors
associated with the SPE,31 expands the useful angle of propagation, and has been found to
be less sensitive to the choice of reference wavenumber k0 .32 However, the form of the
WAPE approximation to the Helmholtz equation does not maintain the proper form of
the depth separated operator. Therefore, the standard normal mode basis set is not
formally a proper eigenfunction basis set of this operator. Smith and Smith33 showed that
eigenfunctions corresponding to the WAPE basis set are dependent on the choice of k0
(or c0 ). It was also shown that the WAPE eigenfunctions are close, but not exactly
identical to those of the SPE, or the Helmholtz equation. Therefore, proper choice of c0
may result in a WAPE basis set more closely aligned with normal modes associated with
the Helmholtz equation. This would infer that if c0 has been properly optimized,
decomposition of the PE field using standard normal modes would yield improved phase
matching, and “smoother” results.
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The appropriate choice of c0 was the premise of the c0 -insensitive parabolic equation
(C0IPE) formulation suggested by Tappert.34 In this case, the reference sound speed is
calculated as a function of range r by
2

 1 h(r )

1
 ,
c0 IPE (r )  
dz

 h(r ) 0 c  z, r  

(3.23)

where h  r  is the water column depth and c  z, r  is the sound speed profile. In this
proposed schema, although the reference sound speed is allowed to vary with range,
reciprocity still holds in a range-dependent environment. The variation in c0IPE due to
NIW perturbations is shown in Figure 3.2.
It is important to note that the C0IPE method does much more than refine the
calculation of the reference sound speed. The approach has been shown to increase the
accuracy of the WAPE approximation to second order in the depth-separated operator.32
This increases the phase accuracy of the solution, decreases further the sensitivity to the
reference sound speed, and increases the match between the formal eigenvectors of the
approximation and the standard normal modes of the Helmholtz equation. However, the
computational revisions necessary to adapt the model were considered too extensive for
this work, and would not be expected to produce significantly different results, if proper
care is taken to address the issues with the existing code.
Because we are interested in modal dependence of the sound field in the presence of
internal waves, the choice of c0 may impact the success of our modal decomposition.
Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was carried out, varying c0 over a variety of ranges and
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the relative “flatness” of our modal decomposition was examined. A single sound speed
profile c  z, r  was calculated by averaging measurements captured on environmental
mooring SW32 for two hours prior to Event 44’s arrival. Iterative two-dimensional
MMPE runs varied sound speed across the minimum and maximum of this profile at

c0  0.5 m/s increments for 100, 200 and 300 Hz source frequencies. Additionally, the

c0IPE value calculated by equation (3.23) was also used as a comparison point since it is
expected to perform well. For each model realization, the PE field was decomposed into
the first eight normal modes using the KRAKEN normal mode program.35 After
accounting for cylindrical spreading, the modal amplitudes were compared against
expected modal attenuation, using the modal attenuation coefficient  m ,e ,36, 37

 m,e 

  e  z 
km

 cz 

2
m

dz

(3.24)

0

where  is the radial frequency, km the horizontal modal wavenumber,  e  z  the depthdependent exponential attenuation factor, and  m  z  the mode function. In addition,
modal amplitudes were also compared to a least-squares exponential fit. Figure 3.3
shows an example c0 -iteration where modal decomposition of the PE field is compared
to expected attenuation profiles. The residuals between actual and expected  ri  , are
plotted for each mode. The norm of the residuals rn , is annotated as a metric for
“goodness of fit”

rn 
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n

r
i 1

i

2

.

(3.25)

One hundred c0 iterations were accomplished at each source frequency. To compare the
“flatness” of each mode, rn was compared across frequencies to see if an optimal
reference sound speed was possible. The entire c0 spread was also directly compared to
1500 m/s, c0IPE , and the mean water column sound speed. In the end, there are certain
values which can optimize the smoothness of modal decomposition. However, the values
were not found to be consistent across mode number nor frequency. Further, the
“flatness” differences between the entire c0 spread was found to be relatively small.
Therefore, a standard reference sound speed of 1500 m/s was chosen, as it is a wellaccepted value.
D “Event 44” internal wave sound speed profile
The primary motivation for this study was to better understand one specific
experimental dataset from the SW06 experiment. On 14 August 2006 the R/V Sharp
witnessed a substantial NIW event on marine radar while it transmitted broadband (50450 Hz) chirp signals from a J-15 acoustic source, moored at 74 meters depth. These
signals were recorded by a 16-element vertical line array, 15 km away from the source.
The experimental geometry was such that the source-receiver path happened to be near-



parallel  5  6

 to the NIW wavefronts.

This NIW event, labeled “Event 44” was

captured on several oceanographic sensors, including environmental mooring SW32;
which served as the primary instrument to reconstruct the phenomenon as it propagated
over the acoustic track. Event 44 propagated at roughly 0.5 m/s, considerably slower
than expected, since these waves tend to travel between 0.7 and 1.0 m/s. Based upon
measurements captured by the environmental sensors, we can safely assume the NIW
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covered the entire 15 km acoustic track. We can also assume that there was little (or no)
curvature to the wavefront, and that the first soliton arrived at the receiving VLA roughly
one hour before reaching the J-15 source. Experimental acoustic data recorded during
Event 44 shows escalating energy prior to the wavefront arriving at the source and
receiver. Once the NIW train crossed into the acoustic track, the energy received on the
array fluctuated substantially. The reader is referred to Chapters 1 and 2 for more details
regarding the exact oceanography and measured acoustic data that transpired during this
time period.
The primary challenge in modeling Event 44 was that we did not have sufficient
sampling of the water column to adequately capture a detailed wave structure. We have
reasonable knowledge of NIW activity at the source, the receiver, and a midway point at
environmental mooring SW32. These time records provide brief snapshots of activity,
but are not sufficient to confidently model the wave’s evolution in both space and time.
Therefore, three noteworthy assumptions were made:
1. We assume that the time series captured by the environmental sensors
represent a valid approximation of the NIW’s structure in space. This
assumption infers that the wave evolution is frozen as it traverses the acoustic
track; and that it does not significantly undulate over this period of time.
2. Based upon our interpretation of the marine radar, we assume that the NIW can
be modeled in a straight-line fashion. In other words, the solitons (and
especially the leading edge) contain no curvature. NIW curvature has been
shown to be acoustically important when it exists.20
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3. For simplicity, we assume that the NIW does not vary in range. Therefore, the
internal wave activity captured at environmental mooring 32 (situated midway
between the source and receiver) adequately represents the NIW’s structure
over the entire 15 km acoustic track.
Our third assumption was not made lightly. NIW activity at the source and midway point
show strong similarity over this portion of the acoustic track. However, NIW activity
detected at the receiving array significantly differs. Instead, environmental sensors
captured weaker NIW development. Perhaps this is because the NIW arrived at the
receiving array one hour prior to the source, was less mature, and therefore contained
fewer solitons. Another possibility is that the solitons tapered with range, and the
receiver was located at the far edge of the NIW train. A previous study treating truncated
NIWs showed this is an important consideration.19 To justify our third assumption, a full
three-dimensional sound speed profile based upon all three measurement locations was
used in several trial MMPE iterations. While the results from this range-dependent
scenario could mimic the reality of Event 44 better, we implemented a “walk before you
run” approach. The more simple (range independent) scenario is easier to interpret, and
can provide more conclusive results that are applicable to general NIW phenomena
versus a single event.
The Cartesian version of MMPE requires the sound speed profile to be in the form of a
rectangular ocean volume. Because we decided to treat the problem as a rangeindependent scenario, we required only a single “slice” of the ocean to be imported into
the algorithm when initialized, to be reused for each forward marching increment. To
create this sound speed profile, we implemented a 2-D linear interpolation of measured
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data captured by environmental mooring SW32. Sound speed was derived38 from six
pressure, salinity, and temperature sensors, spanning the water column between 12 and
75 meters, each sensor sampling every 30 seconds. Because the uppermost sensor for
SW32 was lost at sea, sound speed data above 12 meters was derived by averaging seasurface sensors from adjacent environmental moorings. We converted all time-series
measurements into a spatial representation by assuming a constant NIW speed of 0.5 m/s.
In addition to NIW activity, environmental mooring SW32 also captured a thermohaline
bottom intrusion, often referred to as the “foot of the front,” which creates a mid-water
column sound speed minimum. Based upon other SW06 sensors and recent literature,39
the bottom intrusion can be approximated as a uniform layer across the entire modeled
area. Therefore, the sound speed profile between the lowest sensor and the ocean floor
(between 75 and 80 meters) was considered to be constant. Both the NIW and bottom
intrusion were incorporated into an input file suitable for import into MMPE, where
special care was taken to use identical grid spacing, and to insert the water-column
profile immediately above the smoothed water- bottom discontinuity. The Event 44
sound speed profile is offered as a reference in the upper panel of Figure 3.2
3.3 IMPACTS OF NIW ACTIVITY UPON THE SOUND FIELD
Figure 3.4 depicts the general acoustic problem that we consider in this study, which
was inspired by Event 44 from the SW06 experiment. A relatively broadband (100-300
Hz) moored acoustic point source is located at 74 meters depth, 15 km away from a
vertical line receiving array. A slow moving NIW train propagates over time and space
such that it is nearly parallel the source-receiver path. It is assumed that the NIW does
not vary with range and that it does not possess any curvature along the soliton
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wavecrests. The exact angle between the acoustic track and the propagating NIW,  , is
not known but believed to be between ±5 degrees. The small angle dependence is
illustrated by a NIW shown at two instances in time (or position), with arrays situated at
possible locations relative to the wavecrests.
In the following sections we describe three discrete horizontal refraction scenarios:
refraction (prior to the NIW’s arrival), defocusing (arrival at the acoustic source), and
focusing (trapping of the acoustic source between solitons). These are provided to show
the dominant physical mechanisms that cause fluctuations in the sound field. Secondly
we simulate the NIW propagating over the modeled area, and show how combinatory
horizontal refraction effects create fluctuations that have become trademark signatures of
NIW activity.
A Discrete horizontal refraction scenarios
Figure 3.5 highlights the three dominant horizontal refraction effects that cause
fluctuations in the sound field. The top-left panel shows the sound speed profile from
Event 44 that was introduced into the MMPE algorithm. The acoustic source is marked
by a star. Although the NIW train does not directly perturb sound speed at the acoustic
source, it is close enough that a refraction scenario will play out. The profile is valid
across range ( y -axis), and the impact of the NIW’s leading edge becomes apparent when
examining the integrated energy plot shown directly below. Energy spread from the 100
Hz source reaches the first soliton, and much of it is refracted, forming an interference
pattern that can be interpreted as a horizontal Lloyd’s mirror.18, 40 The interference
pattern creates “fingers” of energy in the horizontal plane which dominate the left side of
modeled area, and correspond to fluctuations (at 100 Hz and 15 km) more than 2 km in
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advance of the NIW. These fluctuations are further clarified by the bottom-left panel
which shows transmission loss (TL) at 15 km range versus depth, demonstrating the
Lloyd’s mirror interference pattern also varies with depth. The center panels represent a
defocusing situation, as the leading soliton centers itself over the acoustic source. Here
energy diverges laterally, as evidenced in both the depth integrated energy and TL plots.
In this example, one would expect a deep signal fade at the receiver. In contrast, the
right-most panels represent a focusing event, as two solitons trap the acoustic source and
form a sound channel in the horizontal plane. A substantially amplified signal would be
expected if the receiver was located within the transient waveguide.
These three examples highlight how over very short timescales (minutes) NIW activity
creates significant modulations in the acoustic field. Additionally, there are some higherorder intricacies that can be inferred from the depth integrated intensity plots. In all three
instances, the modeled areas containing the NIW disturbances show complex interference
patterns. In these portions of the modeled area, secondary ducting and refraction of
energy appears between succeeding soliton channels. To better understand the subtleties
associated with NIW modulations, a modal analysis is helpful.
B Modal dependence
Our approach to modal analysis was to decompose the full PE field as a postprocessing task, rather than initialize the PE field with a modal starter. The expected
eigenfunctions for the acoustic field were calculated by the KRAKEN normal mode
program35 using identical MMPE sound-speed profiles and bottom parameters. The PE
field was then decomposed into normal modes by applying the sample mode shape
approach.41 As indicated earlier, the WAPE field does not exactly break down into a
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normal mode basis set. However, by exactly matching parameters between KRAKEN
and MMPE, we minimize the phase errors that can often occur in this approach.
Anomalies from the normal mode decomposition of the WAPE field begin to appear as a
“banding” effect in some of the highest modes (i.e. Figure 3.14). Figure 3.6 shows the
influence of NIW activity on modeshapes for the first five modes at 300 Hz. The upperleft panel shows the sound speed profile based on true experimental data. Each soliton
perturbs the modeshapes such that the relative maxima and minima are pushed deeper
into the water column. It is important to note that this profile also includes the “foot of
the front” which can help protect higher order modes from attenuating into the bottom.
Following our 100 Hz example in Figure 3.5, we show mode contributions for the
same scenarios at 300 Hz. This frequency chosen as it was the upper limit of our
modeled bandwidth, offers a balance to the 100 Hz examples, and also because modal
refraction is generally more evident at higher frequencies. In these cases, modal
refraction is determined by Snell’s law, written in terms of the modal eigenvalues,

 cos  
krm cos  krm

(3.26)

where the prime indicates a transition to a second (perturbed) state. The critical angle for
complete refraction is therefore
 krm
 

 krm  .

c  cos 1 

(3.27)

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the first ten modes in a refraction scenario, referenced
to the input sound speed profile and 300 Hz depth integrated intensity. Because of the
very low source depth, mode 1 was not heavily excited. However, at cross-ranges past
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the initial soliton, mode coupling from the higher order modes transfers energy into mode
1. This transfer is especially remarkable at angles approaching an acoustic path
perpendicular to the NIW front, which corroborates well with previously published
results.21, 40, 42, 43 Above mode 2, we see increased initial modal excitement, and looking
across plots we notice that horizontal refraction effects generally increase as mode
number increases. For example, mode 2 refraction into the unperturbed region (ahead of
the NIW) is slight – while mode 5 refraction starts earlier and therefore extends across a
wider cross-range aperture at 15 km range. Similarly, the shadow-zone created by the
leading soliton also increases with higher modes. Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 illustrate a
defocusing situation, with the general trend of widening shadow zones for increasing
modes. Because energy is spread away from boresight (the perfectly parallel case), a
substantial amount is vectored laterally. This indicates that a defocusing event may
actually cause an increase in energy if the receiver is located sufficiently off-axis; this
situation being quite likely for Event 44. Lastly, Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 depict
focusing. We see that the horizontal sound channel has little energy from mode 1, as it
was not initially excited and is not easily trapped. However the higher order modes are
well-trapped by the soliton waveguide. Additionally, modes 3 and above begin to show
secondary ducting in succeeding soliton waveguides, suggesting the appearance of these
effects in Figure 3.5 is an influence of higher order modes. APPENDIX C shows similar
examples as Figure 3.7 – Figure 3.12, but with a varied source depth that better excites
mode 1.
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C Frequency dependence
Because we are using equation (3.22) to approximate the energy received from a
broadband time arrival, based upon N frequencies, it is prudent to examine the
frequency dependence of NIW perturbations in the sound field. Figure 3.13 shows
normalized intensity at 15 km range during a refraction scenario, indicating differences
across the bandwidth are considerable. The Lloyd’s mirror interference pattern in the
cross-range (horizontal) dimension shows finer granularity at higher frequencies.
Similarly, the depth (and likely modal) dependence is more detailed at 300 Hz versus 100
Hz. The broadband energy metric, I f , that we use condenses this frequency variability
into a single measure. In our analysis we have normalized this metric such that the mean
is one; I f  1 .
Figure 3.14 shows the frequency dependence for modes 1-5, compared to the
broadband energy metric I f , in a refraction scenario, and at 15 km range. Broadband
energy is plotted immediately below the sound speed profile in two forms. When plotted
versus depth, this can be interpreted as collapsing the plots shown in Figure 3.13 into one.
The “point” measurements plot uses a similar approach to our treatment of measured
data, and is well-suited for statistical analysis. In both plots, we see the effect of a
horizontal refraction interference pattern as a series of peaks and nulls in energy versus
cross-range in the unperturbed portion of the water column. Also in Figure 3.14 are plots
illustrating frequency dependence of each mode. A curtained effect is immediately
recognizable, where the horizontal interference pattern shows strong frequency
dependence for each mode. The important point to be made here is that the broadband
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interference pattern shown in I f is actually a combination of frequency-dependent and
mode-dependent interference patterns.
Figure 3.15 represents the frequency dependence during a defocusing scenario.
Interpreting the I f point observations, we see that the overall energy at 15 km has been
very well spread from the direct parallel path. Energy in the unperturbed portion of the
water column arguably has more energy than in the perturbed portion. Examining the
frequency dependence, rather than the striped effect evident in the refraction condition, a
blurring has occurred. This is because the leading soliton causes energy to immediately
diverge away from the source rather than refract at a downrange point. Similar energy is
vectored into the NIW train, but more complex frequency dependence is caused by the
perturbed sound speed profile.
Figure 3.16 shows a focusing scenario, where the bulk of energy is well-trapped
between the soliton-formed waveguide. In this instance the broadband metrics peak at
almost forty times the average value of one; this is roughly a 16 dB increase (re I f  1 ).
Examining the frequency dependence upon modal decomposition, we see braid-like
patterns between the initial solitons. Because this waveguide is essentially bounded both
horizontally and vertically, it can be considered to have modes in both dimensions, and
can therefore be decomposed into modes in both regards.19 As frequency changes,
different horizontal modes will be excited within the waveguide, creating the structure we
see for each vertical mode.
We desire to collapse the frequency dependence within each mode to a singular value.
Given our relatively low frequency sampling, we offer a measure of modal energy,
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where BW represents the bandwidth of the signal, modeled at N discrete samples, for
each mode m . Because we are squaring each mode individually, we cannot recreate I f
from this basis set. However, it does provide a way to correlate the contribution from
each mode ( Amf ) to the overall broadband energy metric I f . In order to retain insight
into the relative contribution for each mode, we normalize the entire modal basis set such
that the mean energy is one for all calculated modes,
Amf

m 110

 1.

(3.29)

We base our normalization on the first ten modes and over the 100-300 Hz bandwidth.
This measure of modal energy is compared to broadband energy in Figure 3.17, Figure
3.18, and Figure 3.19. In all cases, mode 3 dominates energy delivery, and in most cases
mode 1 is overshadowed by modes 2-7, showing the importance of higher order modes
when considering fluctuations due to NIW activity. To show the changes in modal
energy Amf , we normalize modes 1-10 according to unperturbed levels, so that in an
unperturbed condition all modes are equal to one. For example, in the refraction scenario
illustrated by Figure 3.17, Amf  1 for all modes at -3 km cross-range – since refraction
effects do not dominate at this distance. However, closer to the approaching soliton (near
zero cross-range), modal amplitudes change from their steady-state values. In the region
influenced by the NIW train, mode coupling effects cause significant energy transfer to
mode 1. The defocusing scenario in Figure 3.18 shows a tendency to transfer some
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energy into mode 1 in both the unperturbed region and the area affected by the NIW.
Figure 3.19 shows a focusing condition, with a close-up of the horizontal sound channel
(±0.5 km) given by Figure 3.20. Modes 2-7 carry most energy throughout the threedimensional waveguide, but Amf shows significant energy is being trapped within (or
perhaps coupled into) modes 1-10.
D Simulated time-dependent NIW propagation
While these specific scenarios are useful in understanding the dominant physical
processes at play, we lack a good understanding of the time-dependence associated with
the NIW traversing the sound field. Several questions remain unanswered, many of
which are important to the engineer, scientist, or naval operator who must deal with the
shallow water environment. In this section we seek to better understand and quantify the
overall expected energy fluctuations due to horizontal refraction effects, and the
associated time-dependence. We also examine the significance of small angle changes
between the source-receiver track and the propagating NIW
To simulate the propagating NIW field over space and time, we employed a bank of
thirty computers over a one-week period. This corresponded to roughly 4,000 individual
three-dimensional MMPE runs, which sampled the acoustic signal at seventeen
frequencies over the 100-300 Hz bandwidth, and propagated the NIW ten kilometers in
forty-meter marching increments. To put this in context, it is similar to modeling a water
mass (with constant eighty-meter depth) the size of the Red Sea! Consolidating the
frequency bandwidth into the energy metric I f reduces the problem to just over 200
marching steps, each with an energy profile at 15 km range. This yields a simulated
time-varying “slice” of water column which we employ in a statistical analysis.
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Compiling all energy values for each water column slice provides a sample size of
roughly fourteen million points. We have removed the absorbing boundary layers and
the simulated ocean bottom in this sample set. This can also be interpreted as a very
densely sampled rectangular array (sixty thousand elements) that is roughly six
kilometers wide, and spans the entire eighty-meter water column. This array would be 15
km away from the acoustic source, and each element records 200 measurements as they
witness the NIW train pass by. It is our goal to break these data into regimes that show
spatial dependence (i.e., the impact on  ) and time dependence (i.e., NIW activity before
versus during). Therefore, we require a reference value for both the mean and variance.
We choose to use the mean and variance for the entire dataset, which we have normalized
such that the overall mean is unity; I f  1 .
E Effects upon small angle variations
Figure 3.21 shows a normalized histogram of the complete dataset, which is best fit
by a lognormal distribution. One may argue the histogram is not particularly well
represented by the lognormal PDF – however, in aggregate, these data are not appropriate
for the Raleigh, exponential, nor Gaussian distributions. Further reason to utilize the
lognormal distribution for our modeled data is because the measured data during Event
44 is well-fit by a lognormal PDF. Additionally, the lognormal distribution for modeled
intensity fluctuations has been previously argued by Tang et al.,44 where a numerical
Monte Carlo study using UMPE simulations examined intensity scintillations due to the
linear internal wave spectra. Choice of the lognormal PDF was further endorsed by
Fredricks et al.,45 where acoustic data from the PRIMER experiment was statistically
analyzed for high-frequency oceanographic process modulations – specifically, at sub107

tidal timescales (less than two hours) where the NIW field dominated. Finer sampling in
our model data, perhaps either in frequency spacing or NIW marching increment, could
possibly fill out this histogram to better match the lognormal (or alternate) PDF.
However, the purpose of fitting our entire dataset is to create a reference point for
breaking these data down further, and to choose the optimal approach for mean and
variance calculations upon discrete portions of the data. Figure 3.21 annotates the
lognormal mean and variance  ˆ  1.06, ˆ  1.36  , and also the exponential mean and
variance  ˆ  1.02, ˆ  1.04  . While these data as a whole are best fit by the lognormal
distribution, certain subsets tend to an exponential distribution, warranting this
calculation as a separate reference.
The first dissection of these data is upon the relative angle between the acoustic track
and the propagating NIW,  . Recalling the original acoustic problem posed in Figure
3.4, what will be the difference in received signals given different receiver locations?
Suppose we have five receiving arrays at our disposal, and we position them according to
Figure 3.4 at   4 , 2 ,0 , 2 , 4 ; where a negative bearing would correspond to the
NIW arriving at the receiving array prior to the source. Figure 3.22 shows expected
energy arrivals upon each array based upon repeated PE simulations. The five top-left
panels show point measurements which simulate energy receptions over time, each plot
representing an individual array. These data are re-normalized such that the mean energy
in each panel is unity; I f ,  1 . This is done so that we can more easily interpret results
across a constant scale. In order to directly compare energy fluctuations at different
angles, one can refer to the histograms shown on the right. Histogram data were not re-
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normalized, and are direct subsets of data shown in Figure 3.21. As a reference, the NIW
sound speed profile is plotted below, and represents what the acoustic source is
experiencing versus time. This profile is also valid for the absolutely parallel case

  0  since it extends uniformly across range.

However, it is not representative of

what the other receiving VLAs experience, since they will observe a “shifted” version of
the same profile. An asterisk is placed at the point where the first soliton reaches the
VLA to help interpret this relative shift. Results for each  are expanded between
Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.27.
Let us first examine the condition when the NIW reaches the acoustic source before
the receiver. This corresponds to   4 , 2 ; shown in the uppermost panels of Figure
3.22, with depth and modal dependence shown in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24. We
observe a steady ramping of energy prior to the NIW’s arrival at either the source or
receiver. In the case of

  4 , the ramping is slight, increasing between I f  2.5  5 .

However, it peaks sharply just prior to the first soliton reaching the acoustic source. This
sharp high-energy reception stems from a defocusing event at the source, vectoring
energy four degrees off-axis. In the case of

  2 , the energy escalation is more steady.

In both instances, the final energy spike concluding this “ramp” is over ten-fold the
average arrival. This is followed by a quelled period of vacillating energy that
corresponds to the duration of strongest NIW activity. While one may expect the region
of highest soliton activity to create the largest fluctuations, the receiver is located
sufficiently off-axis and trapped energy is being completely vectored away from the
array. Once the strongest solitons have passed, another brief period of energy arrives.
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For

  2 , it appears as a “reverse-ramp,” due to a complicated back-end refraction

interference pattern . In the reverse-ramp scenario, smaller solitons located towards the
finale of the NIW train create weaker channels, spreading a portion of energy towards the
larger solitons. This downrange energy is then refracted back into the smaller solitons,
creating an interesting interference phenomenon. Following this, smaller perturbations
towards the end of the NIW train continue to create smaller (but not insignificant)
fluctuations. The histograms, mean, and variance for   4 , 2 indicate that energy
delivery on these arrays is slightly higher than the overall sample set, and the fluctuations
are more severe. Interestingly, more energy and increased variability is received at

  4 versus   2 , because the effects of defocusing are more prominent at this
slightly wider angle. Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show the depth and modal dependence
upon I f for these positive angles – where in both cases, the energy ramping feature is
created by escalating energy within ducts, the strongest appearing at 70 meters depth.
Modal dependence illustrates the ramp is caused by higher order modes, dominated by
mode 3 and mode 4, with modes 2-7 significantly contributing. While mode 1 does not
prove to be an important factor in this process, it does contribute to overall fluctuations
when strong soliton activity dominates the entire acoustic track. This is to be expected,
since mode 1 is not easily trapped within the horizontal sound channels.
Moving to the exactly parallel case, we notice a very different result for

  0 . After

re-normalizing these simulated receptions, we see that refraction prior to the NIW event
is of secondary importance when compared to energy fluctuations received during soliton
activity. Dramatic spikes and fades occur that align well with individual soliton arrivals.
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As the strongest solitons pass, the fluctuations become less periodic, but are still
substantial. Compared to the previous cases when   4 , 2 , the average energy upon the
receiving VLA is ~7-9 times the sample-set’s reference value. Further, the signal
variability is an order of magnitude higher. Figure 3.25 shows that refraction prior to the
NIW’s arrival at the acoustic track is again dominated by Modes 3 and 4, and in general,
the higher order modes. This refraction shows the same structure as

 2

, indicating

that this phenomenon is still important, yet may be over shadowed by the extreme energy
fluctuations that occur during NIW activity.
Examining the case for   4 , 2 , we see strikingly similar patterns as   4 , 2 .
In this instance, the NIW reaches the receiving VLA prior to the acoustic source. Again,
the ramping feature indicates horizontal refraction prior to the NIW event is an important
effect. In each instance a period of suppressed energy exists immediately after the ramp.
This is because the leading soliton creates a barrier, shielding energy from the receiver
until it has completely crossed the entire acoustic track. Once the NIW has passed both
the source and receiver, fluctuations begin to appear. As in   4 , 2 , they are of smaller
scale. For

  2 , the back-end refraction effect appears once more.

Mean energy and

variability is similar to the previous off-axis conditions. Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27
indicate the same reliance upon higher-order modes.
An additional, and often used, measure of signal variability is scintillation index

SI  I  
f
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(3.30)

where scintillation index for modal energy SI A would be calculated in identical
 mf 
fashion. Scintillation index is fundamentally a measure of signal variability, and is often
associated with scattering, usually due to surface and bottom roughness. SI  1 is also
referred to as a limit for saturation,46-49 where the pressure field is represented by an
incoherent summation of random contributing wavefronts. Our concern is not with
surface or bottom scattering, and therefore the PE model was not tailored to account for
those factors. However, water-column inhomogeneity due to the NIW field, and energy
transfer into the bottom, can cause severely distorted wavefronts and create large
fluctuations in the acoustic field. In our case, for SI to breach unity, we require high
intensity events to dominate a relatively low background energy. Scintillation index
dependence for both I f and Amf is shown in Figure 3.28 versus angle (or cross-range).
We see that as the acoustic track draws closer to exactly parallel, SI increases. Inside
the ±1˚ domain, SI is much greater than one, representing the sharply vacillating sound
field the receiver experiences as repeated soliton waveguides pass the acoustic track.
F Time-varying fluctuation regimes
To compare the importance of refraction prior to the NIW’s arrival relative to
fluctuations during NIW activity, we can delineate the simulated time arrivals into timevarying fluctuation regimes. Based upon the dominant physical processes for each
section of the modeled data, we define the time before the NIW reaches the sourcereceiver path as the refraction regime, and the time after the NIW has crossed the entire
acoustic track the NIW interference regime. Figure 3.29 compares histograms for

  4 , 2 ,0 , 2 , 4 (originally shown in Figure 3.22) to segments of data where
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refraction and NIW interference dominate. As an example, the top left panel shows the
histogram for all data received at   4 . The top-center histogram represents the
subset of these data defined by the refraction regime – this group corresponding to
acoustic fluctuations in the unperturbed portion of the water column prior to the NIW’s
arrival. The top-right panel shows the influence of NIW interference effects, and
constitutes simulated receptions after the leading soliton had crossed the entire acoustic
track (the region beyond the asterisks in Figure 3.22). To compare energy differences
between regimes, the lognormal and exponential mean and variance for each histogram is
provided. While the overall data shown in Figure 3.21 is best fit by a lognormal
distribution, certain subsets are better fit by an exponential distribution. Therefore,
parameters for each type are provided. In some cases (i.e. refraction, 2˚ off-axis), these
data subsets appear to have bimodal distributions, with one peak near zero (similar to an
exponential fit), and a secondary peak at higher energy (similar to a lognormal fit).
For both   4 and   2 , the aggregate datasets possess comparable mean and
variance parameters (left panels). However, important differences exist between them
once they are separated into regimes. For   4 , the refraction regime slightly
dominates the NIW interference regime in both mean energy and variability delivered to
the receiver. Moving to the case of   2 , the trend is exaggerated. The reasoning for
this difference is that while the slightly wider angle of   4 receives less refraction
from the Lloyd’s mirror effect early on in the NIW’s passage, it is ideally located to
receive redirected energy from defocusing as solitons pass over the acoustic source.
Therefore NIW interference effects are greater for   4 when compared to   2 . For
the directly parallel case,   0 , refraction is even stronger than when   4 , 2 , but is
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very much overshadowed by the undulating energy received during the NIW interference
regime. Because focusing plays such a strong role in this instance, the tail of the
histogram is elongated, and the data begins to resemble an exponential distribution.
Moving on to   2 , 4 , similar trends as the positive off-axis angles exist.
3.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have implemented the Monterey- Miami Parabolic Equation
algorithm to closely examine shallow water propagation when nonlinear internal waves
dominate the sound field. Several modeling parameters were closely considered to
ensure the accuracy of the model particular to this study, including source considerations,
bottom parameters, the choice of reference sound speed, and a customized sound speed
profile indicative of a real-world (yet general) scenario. We examined discrete instances
where NIW activity creates refraction, defocusing, and focusing scenarios. Finally, we
simulated a NIW traversing the acoustic field and used a statistical approach to (1) infer
spatial differences by varying the acoustic track angle, and (2) temporal differences based
upon time-varying fluctuation regimes.
To conclude, three-dimensional parabolic equation modeling has served as a highly
informative tool to better-understand the complex problem of acoustic propagation in the
presence of NIWs. The primary benefit of our modeling approach is that we have
removed the element of oceanographic uncertainty that exists with measured field data.
Our work is complementary to many other efforts in this area of study, and we expand it
by further elaborating upon azimuthal dependencies that fall within the horizontal
refraction and focusing regimes.10 In this situation, the difference between an acoustic
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track exactly parallel to a propagating NIW front versus being slightly askew is
significant. In perfectly ideal conditions, during the exactly parallel case, focusing
becomes a first order factor, and refraction prior to the NIW’s arrival has secondary
influence. We are not suggesting refraction prior to the NIW’s arrival is unimportant – in
fact, a slightly off-axis configuration will result in refraction effects that are similar to
fluctuations during NIW activity, if not greater. Further, because the ideal circumstances
are potentially less likely in real-world scenarios, refraction effects may be more
commonplace in the shallow water environment.
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FIGURES
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Figure 3.1 Over 1,000 two-dimensional PE simulations varied several bottom parameters based upon estimates from
previously published inversion values. Depth-integrated intensity versus range shows the influence of these parameters
upon bottom attenuation. Four distinct bands became apparent - indicating layer one compressional attenuation,
compressional speed, shear speed, and density are the most influential factors.
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Figure 3.2 The choice of reference sound speed  c0  can impact the performance of the PE model. The top panel shows a
modeled area where roughly half of the input profile contains a NIW, and where refraction effects will dominate. Below is
the reference sound speed that would be associated with the c0 -independent  c0IPE  calculation.
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Figure 3.3 A sensitivity analysis compared the impact of varying c0 upon modal decomposition. The choice of c0 can more
closely align eigenvalues of the Helmholtz equation with those of the wide angle source PE field. Modal decomposition of the
PE field is shown in blue, with predicted in red (top). The residuals were used as a measure for goodness of fit.
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Figure 3.4 A general layout for the acoustic problem of interest. A progressing NIW approaches and crosses the acoustic
track such that the soliton wave-fronts are nearly parallel. Horizontal refraction plays a dominant role in this scenario.
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Figure 3.5
Three scenarios showing refraction (left), defocusing (center), and focusing (right). Top panels show the sound
speed profile relative to the 100 Hz acoustic source (marked by a star) used in the PE model; the profile is valid across range.
The center panels show depth integrated intensity throughout the three-dimensional water column. The bottom panels show
transmission loss versus depth 15 km away from the acoustic source. (color online)
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Figure 3.6 Modeshapes (for modes 1-5) at each cross-range point in the sound speed profile. The modeshape maxima and
minima are pushed downward in the water column at soliton locations. (color online)
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Figure 3.7 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 1-5 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates a refraction scenario. (color online)
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Figure 3.8 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 6-10 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates a refraction scenario. (color online)
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Figure 3.9 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 1-5 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates defocus scenario. (color online)
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Figure 3.10 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 6-10 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates defocus scenario. (color online)
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Figure 3.11 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 1-5 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates a focus scenario. (color online)
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Figure 3.12 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 6-10 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates a focus scenario. (color online)
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Figure 3.13 Frequency dependence during a refraction scenario. The sound speed input is valid across range (top).
Normalized intensity at 15 km range for various frequencies (lower panels). (color online)
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Figure 3.14 Broadband modal energy during a refraction condition is compared to modal decomposition of the PE field.
Modal decomposition plots show mode amplitude at 15 km versus cross-range and frequency. (color online)
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Figure 3.15 Broadband modal energy during a defocus condition is compared to modal decomposition of the PE field.
Modal decomposition plots show mode amplitude at 15 km versus cross-range and frequency. (color online)
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Figure 3.16 Broadband modal energy during a focus condition is compared to modal decomposition of the PE field.
Modal decomposition plots show mode amplitude at 15 km versus cross-range and frequency. (color online)
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Figure 3.17 Energy distribution for a refraction scenario. Broadband energy measurements are shown in the center
panels (as point measurements and versus depth). Modal energy distribution is shown on the bottom. (color online)
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Figure 3.18 Energy distribution for a defocusing scenario. Broadband energy measurements are shown in the center
panels (as point measurements and versus depth). Modal energy distribution is shown on the bottom. (color online)
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Figure 3.19 Energy distribution for a focusing scenario. Broadband energy measurements are shown in the center panels
(as point measurements and versus depth). Modal energy distribution is shown on the bottom. (color online)
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Figure 3.20

Close up of mode energy and changes in mode energy during the focus condition shown in Figure 3.19
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Figure 3.21 Distribution of energy for repeated PE model runs which simulated a NIW traversing the sound field. Actual
model data shown by the histogram. These data are best fit to a lognormal distribution. (color online)
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Figure 3.22 Energy dependence for instances where the acoustic track is nearly parallel to the NIW front. Acoustic angle is
varied between ± 4˚ to show large variability of acoustic receptions for very small angle variations. Left-most panels simulate
the NIW marching across distance (or time). These data re normalized for each individual plot. Right-most panels show the
associated distributions with the expected mean and variance annotated. Mean and variance values are referenced to the
entire model data set. NIW sound speed at source provided as a reference. First soliton arrival at each receiving location
marked by the asterisks. (color online)
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Figure 3.23 Modal energy dependence when the acoustic track is 4˚ off-axis relative to the NIW marching across the sound
field (bottom). I f plotted as “point” observations and versus depth to show how modal contributions influence the overall PE
field (center panels). (color online)
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Figure 3.24 Modal energy dependence when the acoustic track is 2˚ off-axis relative to the NIW marching across the sound
field (bottom). I f plotted as “point” observations and versus depth to show how modal contributions influence the overall PE
field (center panels). (color online)
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Figure 3.25 Modal energy dependence when the acoustic track is parallel to the NIW marching across the sound field
(bottom). I f plotted as “point” observations and versus depth to show how modal contributions influence the overall PE field
(center panels). (color online)
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Figure 3.26 Modal energy dependence when the acoustic track is -2˚ off-axis relative to the NIW marching across the sound
field (bottom). I f plotted as “point” observations and versus depth to show how modal contributions influence the overall PE
field (center panels). (color online)
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Figure 3.27 Modal energy dependence when the acoustic track is -4˚ off-axis relative to the NIW marching across the sound
field (bottom). I f plotted as “point” observations and versus depth to show how modal contributions influence the overall PE
field (center panels). (color online)
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Figure 3.28 Scintillation index of broadband energy (top) and modal energy (center & bottom) compared to receiver
position relative to the acoustic source (measured in degrees or km). (color online)
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Figure 3.29 Simulated time arrival data for each bearing angle can be further divided into time-varying fluctuation regimes.
Histograms and statistical mean and variance parameters help quantify the differences between dominant physical processes.

APPENDIX A. MEASURED DATA CONSIDERATIONS & ADDITIONAL NIW
EVENTS
A.1 Event 44 Noise Analysis.
An interesting phenomenon appeared coincident with Event 44, which was the
presence of increasing ambient noise as the NIW approached the acoustic track. Changes
in the ambient noise field due to (or in the presence of) NIWs has been addressed by
work in previous studies.1-3 As NIWs are known to modulate manmade signals, they are
also known to influence the ambient noise field. Our concern with Event 44 data is the
possibility that noise encroaches upon our signal of interest, corrupting the data. The
primary argument for this possibility is that refraction prior to the NIW’s arrival should
be on the order of minutes, rather than hours, which is suggested by the measured data.
In order to examine this issue, a “back of the envelope” calculation was performed,
which replicated Event 44 in its simplest terms. Using measured data from
environmental mooring SW32, we searched for a reasonable critical via Snell’s law by
(1) differences in sound speed, and (2) differences in modal eigenvalues from equation
(2.12). Figure A.1 shows the interpolated sound speed profile from environmental
mooring SW32 and a single sensor trace at the displaced thermocline. A baseline sound
speed was calculated by averaging the two hour timeframe prior to the NIW’s arrival.
The bottom panel shows a critical angle estimate in the horizontal plane based upon
temperature perturbations at this sensor trace. This method yields a maximum critical
angle of roughly 13˚. Similarly, Figure A.2 shows mode and frequency dependent
critical angles based upon KRAKEN modeling. Here, the maximum value is roughly 8˚–
a relatively high value for NIW activity when compared to an expected critical angle on
the order of 4-5˚.
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A straight-line geometry for Event 44 was assumed, creating the simple geometrical
problem shown in Figure A.3. Based upon the NIW’s arrival between the source and
receiver, and also from radar imagery, we believe the angle difference between the
acoustic track and the NIW front to be 5-6˚. This yields a maximum start-time for
horizontal refraction around 30-35 minutes before the NIW reaches the acoustic track, or
receiving VLA. Because this is shorter than what the measured data indicates, we
investigate the potential for noise corrupting the data, and conducted a secondary analysis
of the measured data shown throughout Manuscript I and II.
For our secondary analysis, our goal was to mitigate noise. Differences between our
original approach in calculating I versus this secondary method are as follows:


The original data shown in Manuscript I and II was based upon the complex
demodulates, and also was high-pass filtered at f c  100 Hz.



The data in the secondary analysis has been band-pass filtered between

fbp  100  300 Hz as this was the quietest spectrum of these data.


In the secondary analysis, the signal is not down-sampled in any fashion, and
we calculate energy metrics using the actual time-arrival data, and not the
complex envelope.



In both instances, the signals were match filtered.



In the secondary analysis we employ a threshold approach where any data that
falls below a statistical level of certainty is ignored.
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In the secondary analysis we keep the same “tight” limits for our time window

 when integrating under the energetic region of the signal
Figure A.4 shows example measured data during an instance of low ambient noise for
hydrophones at the top, middle, and bottom of the VLA. This chirp sequence was
recorded at the very beginning of the Event 44 dataset, at the start of (or prior) to the
ramping phenomenon. Figure A.6 shows a similar plot for a period of high ambient
noise, these data recorded as the first soliton reaches the VLA. In both instances, the left
panels represent the entire chirp sequence, and the right panels a close-up of the first
chirp arrival. The grey signal represents the pressure time sequence received upon each
phone after the band-pass and match filtering has taken place. The black overlay
represents the portion of the received signal that falls within the integration window used
to calculate received energy I – these limits remained the same for both methods. The
red portion represents noise before and after each chirp, and the light blue line represents
an 85% noise threshold based upon a statistical analysis of the noise.
Figure A.5 and Figure A.7 show a statistical analysis of noise received for both chirp
sequences, originally shown in Figure A.4 and Figure A.6. The values presented here
represent received pressure after the filtering process. The top panel shows a statistical
boxplot of noise received upon each hydrophones of the VLA. From this, one infers that
noise is depth-dependent, and a single threshold level cannot be used across the entire
array depth. As an example of one hydrophone, the bottom-left panel shows a histogram
of noise on the eighth hydrophone, and a fitted Gaussian PDF. The noise is normally
distributed with zero mean. The bottom right-panel shows the corresponding CDF with
vertical grey lines representing 75, 85, 90, 95, and 99 percent confidence levels. From
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these confidence levels, we can create meaningful intensity thresholds that are tailored to
each individual chirp arrival based upon arrival time and phone depth. In our secondary
calculation of I , signals within the integration window that fall below the chosen
threshold level are ignored, with the assumption that this would represent ambient noise
contributions between modal arrivals. We note that the noise appears to be loudest
towards the bottom of the VLA, and that the example for high noise has an increased
variance when compared to the low noise example.
Figure A.8 shows recalculated I metrics using a 90% threshold and Figure A.9 using
an 85 % threshold. In both cases the ramping feature exists longer than the anticipated
30-35 minutes, and the general trend compared to our original calculations remain the
same. In our original analysis we removed any samples that were completely
overshadowed by noise, and the only remaining instance where noise contributions can
be a considered suspect is the potential focusing that occurs at 5:40 GMT. However, this
particular subset of data includes very strong chirp arrivals, where both received signal
and noise levels are comparably higher. An unfortunate consequence to our secondary
method is that the ensemble data set lost the “goodness of fit” to a lognormal distribution,
and began to approach a generalized extreme value distribution, indicating we were
ignoring portions of each chirp arrival.
Based on this secondary analysis we retained the original I calculations for
Manuscripts I and II. Event 44 had unique features that help explain long-term
refraction. The wave propagated very slowly and its strong structure created a high
critical angle for refraction in the horizontal plane. Because we did not sample the water
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column at sufficient locations, we cannot explain the exact NIW evolution for this
particular event, and our simple geometry shown in Figure A.3 may be deficient. The
“de-noising” of these data still keeps the original ramping trend, and we are therefore
confident that we measure signal fluctuations, even if the ambient noise field is also
changing.
A.2 Additional NIW events
Two additional NIW events indicate probable oceanographic modulation of the
acoustic field. These events were labeled Event 45 and Event 46. Unfortunately, we do
not have sufficient data to estimate the angle between the propagating NIW and the
acoustic track. Since both these events occurred at location C1D, based upon the
expected angle these NIWs propagated, we can safely assume horizontal refraction
effects dominated. We analyze the identical chirp signal that was previously described.
Event 45 occurred at 18:00 GMT on 14 August and lasted roughly two hours. Figure
A.11 shows point observations versus the ADCP echo at the acoustic source, and versus
sound speed at the receiving array. Environmental measurements indicate NIW activity
existed throughout the entire acoustic track, and energy metrics show a fluctuating sound
field. Figure A.12 shows the statistical breakdown of these data, which again are well-fit
by a lognormal PDF. Two acoustic ducts appear in the water column at roughly 20 and
50 meters.
Event 46 occurred at 16:30 GMT on 16 August 2006, also at location C1D. Figure
A.13 shows I versus oceanographic measurements at the source and receiver. In this
instance NIW activity is lighter. The ADCP echo shows NIW activity that may be
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considered a Mode 2 internal wave. The acoustic data shows possible refraction prior to
the NIW’s arrival. Figure A.14 shows the statistics of these data, which are also well
approximated by a lognormal distribution. In this instance, energy appears to dominate at
the bottom of the water column.
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Figure A.1 Event 44 sound speed profile (top). Sound speed at the displaced thermocline (middle). Critical angle, using
Snell’s law, and measurements from the displaced thermocline (bottom).
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Figure A.2 Mode and frequency dependent critical angles for Event 44.
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Figure A.3 “Back of the envelope” calculation used to estimate maximum time and distance horizontal refraction is likely to
take place for Event 44
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Figure A.4 Example chirp sequence for arrivals with low ambient noise levels for hydrophones at the top, middle and bottom
of the VLA. This example from the start of the entire Event 44 data set. Entire measured signal shown in grey. Signal that
falls within the limits of integration shown in black. Noise before and after each chirp sequence shown in red. 85% noise
threshold shown as a light blue bar. First chirp arrival for each sequence expanded in the right panels.
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Figure A.5 Boxplot representing measured ambient at each phone before and after chirp sequence shown in Figure A.4 (top).
Noise proves to be normally distributed as shown by histogram and fitted Gaussian PDF (bottom left). Associated CDF with
vertical lines corresponding to 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, and 99% probability.
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Figure A.6 Example chirp sequence for arrivals with high ambient noise levels for hydrophones at the top, middle and bottom
of the VLA. This example taken as the first soliton arrives at the VLA. Entire measured signal shown in grey, vertical scale is
identical to Figure A.4. Signal that falls within the limits of integration shown in black. Noise before and after each chirp
sequence shown in red. 85% noise threshold shown as a light blue bar. First chirp arrival for each sequence expanded in the
right panels.
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Figure A.7 Boxplot representing measured ambient at each phone before and after chirp sequence shown in Figure A.6 (top).
Noise proves to be normally distributed as shown by histogram and fitted Gaussian PDF (bottom left). Associated CDF with
vertical lines corresponding to 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, and 99% probability.
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Figure A.8 Recalculated energy metrics after a 90% noise threshold has been implemented. Ramping effect is still evident.
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Figure A.9 Recalculated energy metrics after an 85% noise threshold has been implemented. Ramping effect is still evident.
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Figure A.10 Stacked time arrival plots for sections of Event 44 data where horizontal refraction may be occurring.
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Figure A.11 “Point” observations for Event 45, which occurred on 14 Aug 2006 (top). NIW activity at source (center) and at
receiving VLA (bottom). This dataset indicative of NIW interference across the entire acoustic track.
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Figure A.12 Event 45 “point” observations are plotted versus transmission number (top left), and the data fits well to a
lognormal distribution (tip right). Depth dependent variability is plotted using a normalized color scalogram versus
transmission number (bottom left), or alternatively shown through a statistical boxplot of received energy upon each
hydrophone (bottom right).
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Figure A.13 “Point” observations for Event 46, which occurred on 16 Aug 2006 (top). NIW activity at source (center) and at
receiving VLA (bottom). This dataset may indicate refraction prior to NIW activity, and also NIW interference.
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Figure A.14 Event 46 “point” observations are plotted versus transmission number (top left), and the data fits well to a
lognormal distribution (tip right). Depth dependent variability is plotted using a normalized color scalogram versus
transmission number (bottom left), or alternatively shown through a statistical boxplot of received energy upon each
hydrophone (bottom right).
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Figure A.15 Stacked time arrival plots for sections of Event 46 data where horizontal refraction may be occurring.

APPENDIX B. MMPE CONSIDERATIONS
B.1 Parabolic equation development in cylindrical coordinates
The three-dimensional MMPE model is derived by representing a time-harmonic
sound field P in the cylindrical coordinate system  r , z,   with radial frequency  as
P  r , z,  , t   p(r , z,  )e jt .

(B.1)

Substituted into the three-dimensional Helmholtz equation gives
1   p  1  2 p  2 p
 2  k02 n2  r , z,   p  4 P0  x  xs  .
r  2
2
r r  r  r 
z

(B.2)

Here, the reference wavenumber k0 is dependent on the reference sound speed c0 by

k0   / c0 . The acoustic index of refraction n , is determined by
n  r , z,   

c0
,
c  r , z,  

(B.3)

with c  r , z,   being the three-dimensional sound speed profile, and also the primary
environmental water-column variable that induces perturbations into the acoustic field.
The right hand side of (B.2) takes into account an acoustic source with pressure
amplitude P0 defined at a one meter reference distance R0 . The source is positioned at
zero range and arbitrary depth (such that r  rs  0, z  zs ), and the point source
contribution is given by the Dirac delta function

 x 

1
2 r
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  z  zs    r  .

(B.4)

To simplify the Helmholtz equation, and to account for cylindrical (azimuthal) spreading,
we let the pressure field be defined as a function of range and depth by

p  r, z  

1
u  r, z  .
r

(B.5)

If we disregard the source term, substituting (B.5) into the Helmholtz equation (B.2)
gives

 2u 1  2u  2u
1 
 2
 2  k02  n2  2 2  u  0
2
2
r
r 
z
4k 0 r 


(B.6)
.

Assuming a far-field condition, we will neglect the last term in the above, as it drops off
proportionally to

1/ r 2 . The second term allows for azimuthal coupling and is also often

abandoned, an approach referred to as the uncoupled azimuth approximation (UNCA).1
However, we consider the azimuthal contribution an important aspect to our problem and
retain its dependence.
To further simplify the Helmholtz equation, we introduce the differential operator
notation

Pop 


r

Qop       1

where
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(B.7)
,

  n2  1


1 2
k02 z 2



1 2
k02 r 2  2 ,

(B.8)

so that we can write the homogeneous form of the Helmholtz equation as

 Pop2  kop2 Qop2  u  0
.

(B.9)

Equation (B.9) can be factored into a form that represents incoming and outgoing waves.
However, we will assume that backscattered energy is negligible, and limit ourselves to
an outward propagating field. This can be done by defining2
1/2
u  Qop
,

(B.10)

where inclusion of the Qop accounts for the first order WKBJ approximation. If we
consider commutative terms between Pop and Qop to be trivial, we can define a first
order differential equation for outward radiating energy
 jk01


 Qop .
r

(B.11)

This is the parabolic acoustic wave equation (PE), and the starting point for a numerical
model which implements a split-step Fourier approach. We define a PE field function

   (r, z,  )e jk0r ,

(B.12)

which is comprised of a slowly modulating envelope function and phase term dependent
on the acoustic frequency. Written in terms of pressure,
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p  r , z,    P0

R0 1/2
Qop   r , z,   e jk0r .
r

(B.13)

Substituting a normalized version of equation (B.13), where   1 and p  P0 at r  R0 ,
into the Helmholtz equation yields

  jk0  jk0Qop
r
.

(B.14)

If we introduce a Hamiltonian-like operator H op , which describes Qop by its potential
and kinetic energy components, and also defines the evolving PE field with range,

H op  1  Qop

(B.15)


  jk0 H op   jk0  jk0Qop
r
.

(B.16)

we can rewrite (B.14) as

Now, because we have cast the above problem in a form where the PE field is a vector in
the z dimension, we can represent the field as a function of increasing range with the use
of a propagator function   r 

  r  r     r   r 

.

(B.17)

The advantage of the SSF method is that each individual operator within Qop or H op can
be multiplied in either the spatial ( z -space) or Fourier transform ( k z -space) domain – the
domain choice made to lessen computational burden. However, these operators in (B.7)
and (B.8) are a combination of scalar and differential forms. Therefore, the operator
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terms must be separated, which requires an approximation to their joined dependence by
the square-root (see equation (B.7)). To do this we treat the three-dimensional problem
as a N  2D problem. We assume that azimuthal coupling is small, and can be accounted
for by a binomial expansion term,
1
1
Qop      1    QUNCA   .
2
2

(B.18)

The often-used wide-angle approximation3 can then be employed to account for the
UNCA approximation, given by

H op  Top  U op  Vop

(B.19)

,

where

1 2 
Top  1  1  2 2 
 k0 z 
.
U op    n  1
Vop  

(B.20)

1
2
2k02 r 2  2

Therefore (B.17) can be represented, and implemented, as a range-step marching
algorithm,

  r  r   e



 jk0 r Top U op Vop



 r 

.

(B.21)

To implement the algorithm, we rely on a two-dimensional Fourier transform
convention

  r , z,    ˆ  r , k z , k0 s  e jk z e jk s d  k0 s dk z
z

0

 FFT 2 D ˆ  r , k z , k0 s 
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(B.22)

Which allows us to transform the variable pairs z  k z and   k0 s . U op is
numerically simple in the spatial domain. However both Vop and Top are differential
operators. Transforming them into the Fourier domain converts them to scalar operators,
1/2

  k 2 
Tˆop  k z   1  1   z  
  k0   .

(B.23)

2

s
Vˆop  r , s   2
2r

Finally, the entire algorithm can be numerically implemented by a centered-step scheme,
given by

  r  r , z,    e



 jk0 rU op  r , z , 

FFT 2 D e

 jk0 r Tˆop  k z  Vˆop  r , s 



 IFFT 2 D   r , z,   .

(B.24)

B.2 Frequency sampling considerations
In this section we discuss the consequence of possibly under-sampling the PE source
bandwidth when calculating our energy metric I f . As previously mentioned, even thirty
computers working full-steam for one full week could not sample our problem at
sufficient frequency intervals. To better understand this limitation, we have taken one
NIW position, a refraction scenario, and have sampled at a finer granularity of 6.25 Hz
versus 12.5 Hz.
Figure B.1 shows I f metrics when sampling at 25 Hz versus 6.25 Hz to show worseand better-case scenarios compared to what we have accomplished at 12.5 Hz sampling.
Both the point measurements and depth-dependence plots show a smoothing of the
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energy field at the finer frequency resolution. Figure B.2 expands the frequency
dependence of I f to show the intricate pattern of peaks and nulls at each cross-range
point – this is shown at four depths in the water column as representative traces at 15 km
range. Figure B.3 shows a single cross-range point at 0.2 km, corresponding to the peak
refracted energy in Figure B.2. We can confirm that we are under-sampling, missing
both peaks and valleys in our integration under the frequency curve (equation (3.22)). On
the positive, even the worse-case 25 Hz sampling captures the overall envelope of the
better-case scenario. This problem would remain “under-sampled” until enough points
were calculated for an inverse Fourier transform, so that we could synthesize an actual
time arrival.
B.3 Alternative PDFs to PE data
Figure B.4 shows other possible PDF fits to the overall data originally shown in Figure
3.21. A probability plot for these fits referenced to the lognormal distribution is also
shown – this type of plot is often used to compare and choose between different PDFs.
While, the lognormal does not fit perfectly at the tails, it performs better than other
choices. The Gamma distribution performs well at the low end (
poorly at the high end (

1 ), but performs quite

1 ).

B.4 Modal excitation
The data presented throughout Manuscript III assumes a source depth near the
seafloor, which failed to sufficiently excite Mode 1. To investigate the differences in
modal excitation, similar refraction, defocusing, and focusing scenarios were recreated
with the source positioned at 45 meters depth – chosen to excite Mode 1 regardless of a
soliton being coincident with the source. Mode 1 does show signs of refraction,
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defocusing, and focusing, interference. However, it is slight compared to the higher
order modes, and tends to “barrel through” the NIW more easily. Therefore, in Event 44,
because the higher order modes were excited in the first place, refraction effects tend to
dominate.
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FIGURES
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Figure B.1 Impact upon I f calculations based upon frequency sampling of signals’ overall bandwidth. 25 Hz sampling (left)
versus 6.25 Hz sampling (right).

181

Figure B.2 Frequency dependent intensity versus cross-range at four arbitrary depths. 25 Hz sampling (left) fails to capture
some of the frequency-dependent structure shown by 6.25 Hz sampling (right). Figures correspond to those shown in Figure
B.1

182

Figure B.3 Single trace corresponding to cross-range of -0.2 km, which is the point of maximum refracted energy, previously
shown in Figure B.1and Figure B.2. Finer sampling captures spikes and fades that are not apparent in the under-sampled
profiles.
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Figure B.4 Various PDFs fit to the ensemble modeled dataset (left). A probability plot helps interpret which distributions are
better choices than others.
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Figure B.5 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 1-5 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates a refraction scenario. Source depth changed to z = 45 meters to better excite Mode 1.
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Figure B.6 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 1-5 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates a defocus scenario. Source depth changed to z = 45 meters to better excite Mode 1.
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Figure B.7 Depth integrated intensity and modal decomposition of the PE field for modes 1-5 for a 300 Hz source. Sound
speed input creates a focus scenario. Source depth changed to z = 45 meters to better excite Mode 1.

APPENDIX C. BROADBAND MODAL DECOMPOSITION
C.1 Problem, assumptions, and theory
This appendix details the modal decomposition techniques used to treat experimental
data received on the WHOI VLA. For this problem, we assert the following:


We have general knowledge of the experimental configuration, including
locations of the source and receiving VLA.



We can recreate the original transmitted signal, which is a broadband LFM
chirp, spanning between 50-450 Hz.



We simplify the ocean environment by assuming a flat sea bottom, and a
layered seafloor with non-varying geoacoustic parameters.



We assume the sound speed profile at the receiving VLA is valid across the
entire acoustic track, and is sufficient for calculating time-varying modal
eigenvalues due to water column perturbations.

In treating this problem, we address the following:


Our signal is broadband, therefore we must account for frequency dependence
in the modal decomposition.



The signal has low SNR, and the presence of noise. Therefore, we wish to
implement a matched filter.



The measured data shows modal dispersion. We address possible ways to
account for dispersion, but further work remains in this area.
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From JKPS,1 one can describe the pressure field due to a point source in cylindrical
geometry as

p  r, z  



j

   z    z  H   k r  ,
4  z 
s

m 1

m

s

m

1
0

(C.1)

rm

where   zs  is the medium density at source depth z s ,  m  z  the depth dependent
mode function, and H 0   krm r  the Hankel function with horizontal wavenumber krm
1

and radial distance r . If we consider the asymptotic approximation to the Hankel
function, we can rewrite (C.1) as
p  r, z  



j

  zs  8 r

e j /4   m  zs   m  z 
m 1

e jkrm r
krm

(C.2)
.

Within the summation in (C.2), each mode consists of an initial excitation  m  zs  , a
depth-dependent modal amplitude  m  z  , and a phase term proportional to e jkrm r .
Our goal is to cast the problem into an input-output problem that follows traditional
LTI signal processing methods. We assume that the ocean medium can be described by a
transfer function H  f  , where f is the frequency in Hertz, and we presume each mode
has a unique H m  f  . Our input signal is derived from a receiving VLA with N
elements, each at depth zn . We can represent the input pressure signal in array form as
 xzn (t )  , with a Fourier transform  X zn ( f )  , so that  xzn (t )    X zn ( f )  .
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 xz1 (t ) 
 X z1 ( f ) 




xz2 (t ) 
X z2 ( f ) 


 xzn (t )  



   X zn ( f )   
,




 xzN (t ) 
 X zN ( f ) 

(C.3)

where the above rows are evaluated at hydrophone depths

 z1 
z 
 zn    2  .
 
 zN 

(C.4)

Equation (C.5) shows our overall approach to extracting the modal time series component

ym (t ) from the original  xz (t )  . After transferring the time series into the frequency
n

domain, we filter the signal into a frequency band of interest using a band-pass filter
BP( f ) and also implement a match-filter MF ( f ) to increase signal gain. At the same

time we apply the transfer function H m ( f ) , which can also be interpreted as a modal
beamformer. Once these operations have been performed, we obtain an output signal
Yzn ( f )  upon each phone. These signals can be returned to the time domain through an

inverse Fourier transform, and summed over depth, resulting in the time series
component for each particular mode.
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 xz1 (t )   X z1 ( f )   BP( f )   MF ( f )   H zn m ( f )   Yz1m ( f ) 
 

 
 

 
 
 xz2 (t )  FFT  X z2 ( f )    BP( f )    MF ( f )    H zn m ( f )   Yz2m ( f ) 







 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 xzN (t )   X zN ( f )   BP( f )   MF ( f )   H zN m ( f )  YzN m ( f ) 
 Yzn m ( f ) 
 yz1m (t ) 




 Yzn m ( f )  IFFT  yz2 m (t )  







YzN m ( f ) 
 yzN m (t ) 

N

y
n 1

zn m

(C.5)

(t )  ym (t )

In the above, multiplication is performed element-wise. Additionally, both the band-pass
and match filtering are optional operations, but create greater confidence in our signal
extraction given the slightly noisy environment.
To calculate the transfer function (or modal beamformer) H m ( f ) , we rely on the
KRAKEN normal mode program2 to calculate the modal eigenvalues, frequency
dependent mode shapes and group velocities. The MATLAB-KRAKEN interface was
graciously provided by Ying-Tsong Lin (WHOI). It relies upon the local sound speed at
the WHOI VLA, and assumes a preliminary ten-layer bottom model courtesy of Ross
Chapman (Univ. of Victoria). H m ( f ) is calculated such that each row represents a
frequency dependent weighting at each array element. This weight consists of a modal
amplitude  m  z  and phase factor e jkrm r . A general representation for these weights is
shown in Figure C.1, where in the frequency domain, the weights create a “surface.” The
magnitude calculated by the local mode shapes H m ( z, f )   m  z, f  , and the phase
calculated by the modal phase term

H ( z, f ) 

e jkrm r
. Figure C.2 shows the one-sided
krm

amplitude weights used to calculate chirp mode arrivals in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13
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Unfortunately, incorporating phase information, which ideally would account for
dispersion, proves to be difficult. Before introducing this information into the modal
beamformer, we realize that phase accumulates over the source-receiver path, and that in
our experimental geometry, the ocean and sea bottom vary, causing range dependence in

krm . Does an average value for krm suffice? The top panel of Figure C.3 shows
KRAKEN estimates for krm for the first five modes. Suppose we can accept a tolerance
for krm r of  / 4 , where r is R  15 km. This criterion mandates the KRAKEN
calculation be accurate to within krm 


4R

 5.2 105 ! Unfortunately, we cannot

estimate krm simply by relying upon the KRAKEN outputs. Work in this area can be
continued, where one would use KRAKEN outputs as initial values in an inversion
scheme that would estimate krm within sufficient tolerance.
Another option to account for dispersion is to assume that mode arrivals act
accordingly to their group velocities profiles. Consequently, we can create a modedependent matched filter. Let us denote our original transmitted signal as s(t ) , with
Fourier transform pair S ( f ) . Typically, a match-filter implementation in the frequency
domain is carried out by

s(t )  S  ( f )

(C.6)

where  denotes the complex conjugate. Further, given a time delay  , Fourier
transform properties dictate

s(t   )  S ( f )e j 2 f  .
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(C.7)

Therefore, a general match-filter, given the original signal s(t ) , with time delay  , can
be written as

MF ( f )  S  ( f )e j 2 f  .

(C.8)

For each individual mode, we can assume a modal time delay  m ( f ) based upon the
group velocity profile  gm ( f ) which can be found from

 m ( f )  t0 ( f ) 

R
,
 gm ( f )

(C.9)

where Mode 1 serves as the reference arrival with t0 ( f )  R / 1 ( f ) . Therefore, equation
(C.8) can be recast into a mode-dependent matched filter,

MFm ( f )  S  ( f )e j 2 f  m ( f ) .

(C.10)

The bottom panel of Figure C.3 shows group velocity profiles for the first five modes.
Figure C.4 shows expected mode arrivals for the original chirp signal based upon this
group velocity dependence. In this example, we can see the splitting at the “foot” of the
chirp that was apparent in measured experimental data.
C.2 Example cases
In addition to the example figures shown in Manuscript II, Figure A.10 and Figure
A.15 show non-match filtered mode arrivals stacked versus geotime. This method is
particularly helpful when interpreting time-varying changes in arrival structure, such as
transmissions modulated by NIW activity. Because there are breaks in these data due to
SW06 acoustic source transmissions, they are broken into five groups, where arrivals are
semi-consecutive.
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Figure C.1 Modal beamformer weighting.
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The magnitude of H m ( z, f ) creates a surface from the frequency dependent

modeshapes (top left), corresponding to individual hydrophone weights, one example evaluated at depth zi (bottom left). The
angle of H m ( z, f ) also creates a surface (top right) corresponding to a phase weighting at each hydrophone. A dispersive
channel would show curvature, whereas a non-dispersive channel would remain linear (bottom right).
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Figure C.2 One-sided amplitude weights for the first five modes, based on modeshapes calculated by the KRAKEN program
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Figure C.3 Expected wavenumbers and group velocities, used to potentially calculate modal dispersion within the shallow
water waveguide
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Figure C.4 Expected mode arrivals based on dispersion for the first five modes. Original transmission shown at far left,
expected arrival shown at far right.

